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CHAP'l'ER I

INTRODUCTION
The Problem
In 1953 Bans Conzelmann's book, Die 1-iitte der Zeit, first

•

appeared: An English translation was published in 1961 under the
title, The TheoloftY ot St. Luke.

Conzelmann attempts to show that

Luke's Gospel reveals a well-developed theory ot Be1lsgesch1chte.
According to Conzelmann, Luke presents the story of salvation in
three distinct stages: The period ot Israel, the period ot Jesus'
ministry, and the period since the Ascension.

Jesus' ministry 1s

the "middle of time. "
Conzelmann's theory bas tar-reaching implications tor the
concept ot eschatology- in Luke's Gospel.

Conzelmarm accepts the

fact tha~ Luke utilizes the traditional material which regards the
last days as having arrived. 1 Luke has a "definite theological atti-

.

'tude" toward the problem ot eschatology, however.

Luke modif'ies his

sources so that he replaces the early escbatological expectation with
a ccxnprehens-i ve scheme ot salvation history.
Luke w:as led to develop a specif'ic theory

~

Conzelmann believes that

ot Heilsgeschichte because

Conzelmann, The Theology ot St. Luke,· translated tran the
German by Geoffrey Buswell (New York: Harper & Row, 1961), p. 96.
Pages 95-97 contain Conzelmann's interpretation ot Iwte's eschatology.

2

ot the delay

of' the Parousia of' Christ.

As a second-aeneration

Christian, Luke f'ound it necessary to explain the delay 1n Christ's
return.

As a result, Luke transf'orms the belief' in the nearness of'

the Kingdom into a history of' salvation.

The· Creation and the Parousia

f'orm the limits of' this history of' salvation.
Conzelmann interprets wke's theology to be non-e~chatological.
Eschatology envisions ]!2, epochs--the Old Age and the New Age. According
to Conzelmann, Luke's history of' salvation envisions three distinct
stages.

The f'irst stage is the period o'f' Israel.

This stage ends with

the imprisonment of' John the Baptist, who is the last

ot

the prophets.

The second stage, the period o'f' Jesus' ministry, begins with Jesus•
baptism and his anointing with the Spirit.

Jesus• ministry includes the

time between His baptism and His ascension.
"middle of' time."

Jesus' ministry is the

The third stage is the per~od of' the church.

period begins with Jesus• ascension and ends at the Parous:1.a.

This
Accord.inc;

to Conzelmann, the outpouring of' the Spirit marks the beginning
longer epoch in the course of' redemptive history.

ot a

''T'.ne Spirit Himself'

is no longer the eschatological gi'f't, but the substitute in the mean2
time f'or the possession of' ultimate salvation."
My original intention 1n this thesis

was to trace the Elijah

theology of' Luke's Gospel 1n comparison with the other Synoptic Gospels.
An article 1n the Festschrirt tor Paul Schubert published 1n

1966

called my attention to a sign1f'1cant problem 1n Conzelmarm •a study or·

2

~ - , p.

95.

3

luke's Gospel, however.3 In the article Paul Minear ma.into.ins that
Conzelmann is able to establish his theory of Heils~eschichte 1n
Luke's Gospel only 1f' the birth narratives in Luke l and 2 are ignored.
Minear suggests that Conzelmann has produced

a distorted picture ot

luke's theology because he tails to take the birth narratives into
account.
This thesis purposes to serve as a test of Conzelmann's theory.
It Conzelmann is correct, Luk.e's Go.apel modifies the eschatological

scheme of' two ages, replacing this eschatological sche:ne with a threestage history of' salvation.

It it can be shown tbat the first two

chapters of Luke do contain eschatological thinking, Conzelmann's theory
is seriou~ly weakened.

It it can further be shown that Luke's conception

ot "redemptive history" 1s closely tied to eschatology

and

the distinc-

tion between the Old Age and the New Age, Conzelmann's definition ot
Heilsgeschichte must be modified.
The means of' testing Conzelmann's theory has b'een limited to a
study ot the EliJah theology 1n Luke l, followed by a tracing ot the
EliJah theology in the rest ot the Gospel. Since Conzelmann heevily
stresses the fact that John 1s not the forerunner of' Jesus but the
last ot the prophets, it will be necessary to examine caretully the

.

relationship betve81J. John and Jesus in Luke land the rest ot the Gospel.

.

I believe that such an approach is relevant to the problem posed.

3paul Minear, "Luke's Use ot the Birth Stories," Studies in LukeActs, edited by Leander E. Keck and J. Louis Martyn (Naso.ville:
Abingdon Press, 1966), pp. lll-l30.
'

4

Methodoloaical Considerations
Eschatology and redemptive history are closely related concepts.
For the purposes of' this study., a def'inition ot eaeh term is needed.
When the term "eschatology" or the corresponding adjective "escbatological"
are used, they ref'er to
a :f'Uture in which the circumstances of' history are changed
to such an extent that one can speak of' a new, entirely
dUf'erent, state ot thing,., without., 1n so doing., leaving.
the f'ramework of' history.
Thia def'inition underscores two important tacts. First of' all, eschatology implies two ages or epochs, the 014 Age and the Mew Age. Secondly,
the definition given above distinguishes between eschatology and
apocalyptic. Eschatology recognizes the coming ot the New Age aa tak1ng
place within history. Apocalyptic tends to stress the caning of' the
Nev Aae as bey-om or outside of' history•.
He:i.lsgeschichte, like eschatology, recognizes that God's redemptive
activity takes place within history. The two terms are therefore not
necessarily mutually exclusive.

Conzelmann.'s defin~tion of' Heils-

geschichte in Luke, however., makes a sharp distinction between redemptive
history aild eschatology. Be believes that Heilsgeschichte and eschatology must be distingl.lished f'ran one another chronological~.
Conzelmann defines redemptive history in Luke' a Gospel in such a way that
the Eschaton :La still in the :f'Uture. The usual definition of eschatology

L.__

II

~. Jenni, "Eschatology of the Old Testa.,ient., The Interpreter's
Dictionary of the Bible., edited by George Arthur Bu1itr1ck (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1962), II, 126.

5
regards the New Aae ushered in by Jesus Christ as the dawning ot the
Eschaton, viewing the two as simultaneous realities.

'lhu~ Conzel:r.ann

understands He:i.lsgeschichte and eschatology as mutually exclusive
concepts.

For the purposes ot this study the term Heilsp;eschichte

(redemptive history, s~lvat1on history) will be used to mean that
theological interpretation ot history characterized by the belief' that
Ood has acted and continues to act redemptively in history.
Chapter II ot this study deals with the tulf'illment ot redemptive
history in Luke l.
irf'ulf'1llment."

The stress in Chapter II f'alls on the word

It it can be shown that Luke l presents a decisive

shif't in God,'s redemptive plan before Jesus• baptism, Conzel:llann's
theory is weakened.

Chapter III deals with the question ot eschatology

1n relation to John, Jes~ and Elijah.

It Luke l presents John and

Jesus in escbatological terms, Conzelmann's taeory is seriously weakened
again.

Cbapte~ IV is an investigation ot the relationship between John

and Jesus in the Elijah theology of Luke 3-24.
the relationship established between John

~

It it can be shown that

Jeslis in Luke l is con-

sistent with the rest of' Iilke's Gospel, Conzelmann's failure to deal
with the evidence 1n Luke l weakens his position still further.
Chapter V contains the co~lusions reached.
Chapter 2 of' Luke is usually included 1n the expreJsion

"birth

narratives" or• 111.ntancy ~rratives." A thorough study ot Luke 2 1s

.

.

beyond the scope ot this paper.

Chapter 2 ot Luke is mentioned

throughout the study only when significant theological points are
found there that shed light on the discussion of Luke l.

Throughout

6
this study the assumption 1s made that Luke-Acts cane tl'OGl the same ham.
Many

ot the scholarly interpretations ot Luke l retlect source

theories regarding the composition ot Luke.

An effort has been made to

avoid discussing such source theories wherever possible.

The question ot

interdependence between the inf'ancy narratives in Matthew l-2 am Luke
l-2 is beyond the scope ot this study.

The thesis subject is not men-

.

tioned in Matthew l-2; these chapters therefore do not play a signif'icant
part 1n the interpretation of'f'ered f'or Luke l.

An ettort has been made

to note signif'icant divergences between the Synoptic accounts when such
divergences suggest clues tor interpretation.

Since Conzel:Dann's theory

deals primarily with hlke's theolorot, the emphasis through the thesis
falls upon the theological interpretation ot given passages.

CHAPJ?ER II
THE FULFILLMENT OF REDEMPTIVE HISTORY IN LUKE l
Introduction
Whether or not one agrees completely Vi.th Mac:N'eill's radical
statement concerning the content of Luke l &r;d 2,1 it is an unquestioned
fact that these two chapters breathe the spirit of' the Old 'l'estm:ient.
Various e.ttempts have been made to prove that Luke .drew upon Hebrew
sources, Aramaic sources, or perhaps Greek ·translations of' &JJCh Hebrew
and Aramaic original.a. Others, following Harnack, have suggested that
Luke wrote chapters land 2 in conscious imitation of' Septuagintal
st:,yle. 2 Such source inquiries are be;,yond the scope of' this thesis.
The fact that such studies in LUke 's use of' sources have been made does
point up the problem with which this thesi~ deals--the theology of'
Luke l.

lt is a source theory which led Hans Conzelmann to regard the

theology of' the birth stories as dif'f'erent frail that of' Luke-Acts.
According to Conzelmann, the birth stories belong to Luke's Proto-Lucan

1 H. L. MacNeill, "The Sitz 1m Leben of Luke 1:5-2:20," Journal of
Biblical Literature., IiX!i (1946), i26-i21~ He says, 11It is., first of
all, a very surprising and striking tact that in these tvo chapters

there is nothing whatever that is distinctively, necessarily, Christian.
Everything 1n these two chapters, on the contrary, is definitely.,
positively, patriotically, and enthusiastically Jewish."
2For a concise summary qt the main source theories about Luke l
and 2 from Harnack's time to the present see H. H. Oliver, "The Lucan
·Birth Stories and the Purpose ot Luke-Acts," }Jev Testament Studies, X

(1963-1964), 202-226.

8
source.

"He is theref'ore content to omit the nativity stories f'rom his

presentation ot Lucan theol.ogy and to base his vhol.e analysis upon the
ministry of Jesus.
John the ·B aptist:

113

. FollOVina this presupposition., Conzel.Jaann say-a of'

"John is not the precursor., for there is no such

thing., but he is the last of the prophets. 114 Paul Minear has challenged
Conzelmo.nn's conclusions about Lucan theoloSY", however.

He attempts to

show that Luke's conception of history and eschatology in

Luke land 2

contradicts Conzelmann's findings and should be taken into account when
assessing Luke's theol.ogy.

He concludes:

In short., those very elements which Conzel.Jnann claims
are ways of separating the three epochs are used iD
the· prol.ogue to 1uggest com.presence., continuity., and
contemporaneity.)
.
This chapter is an attempt to crystallize Luke's theology- of redemptive· histQ:ry· as found in Luke l. Luke's first chapter draws heavily upon
Old Testament models of. piety such as Abraham and Sarah., the story of
Hannah and Samuel., _a nd the like.

Old Testament hopes and their fulfill-

ment form the theme of the· entire chapter., so much l!O, in tact., taat two
scholars have concluded that 0 virtually the whole ot the chapter consists
of' coincidences w1th the Old Testament., which are followed through where

3Ibid • ., p. 203 • .
4Hans Conzelmann., The Theology of Luke., translated from the Geman
by- Geoffrey Buswell (New York: Harper & Row., l96J.)., p. 25.
5Paul s. Minear., "Luke's Use of the Birth Stories., 11 Studies in
Luke-Acts., edited by- Leander E. Keck and J. Louis Martyn (Iiashville:

Abingdon Press., 1966)., p. 125.
'I

•

9

necessary tram the ev&ngelist'a imagination. 116 The question naturally
arises as to what purpose Luke had 1n ~ when he incorporated the
narratives of chapter one into his Jospe1.

~ abrupt shift from good

Greek style in the prologue to a crude· type of JEndsh Greek beginning
Vi.th verse five has often been observed.7 Thia shi:f't in J.a.zJguage suggests
a theo1ogical. purpose behind the retaining and use of the narratives in
their original to:rm.

As Reicke has observed,

It is c1ear that Luke has inc1uded this material 'Without
Hellenizing it to suit the sty1istic ideal which he expressed in the prologue. The simpl.est explanation ia that
he had a special. reverence tor these traditions, and
inc1uded them in unamended to:rm, since these traditions
were Jewish Christian and went back t .o the early church
in which Luke, because of his congeption ot ·redemot1ve
history, bad a vigorous interest.
_
Lohse further states that the 01d Testament sty1e of the narrat1ves 1n
Luke 1 bas been retained because it corresponds to Luke's theme:

salva-

tion history is tulf1lled in the same sty1e that God had given it.9

6t«.

D. Goulder and M. L. Sanderson, "St. Luke's Genesis," Journal of
Theolordcal Studies, VIII (1957), 12. This observation leads the a~hors
to conclude that "the first two cha~ers ot the third gospel are a pious···
:meditation by St. Luke himself, a piece of liaggadah, in which the evangelist has superimposed upon ~h historical lmowlec)se as he thought he
possessed a pattern tran the book of Genesis embroidered upon from the
prophets, after the Babbinic :mazmer. 11 ~ •
7Bo Reicke 's statement about this shift in language is typical:
"Immediately after the superb prol()3U8 which poi?lts to the Hellenistic
culture and hiator:lcal hopes of a cosmopolitan thinker, the author then
quite surpris'ingly introduces a aeries of popular tales in crude Jewish
Greek which deal exclusively with revelations granted to devout Jews
through angels within the confines of the ll'empl.e, 1:5-2:52 (frail the
birth of the Baptist to the discovery of Jesus in the Temple.)" ~
Gospel ot Luke, translated :tram the Svediah by Rosa Mackenzie (Riccmond:
John Knox Preas, 1964), pp~ 3()-31,.
"i.

-

8:tb1d., p.
~uard

31. The emphasis

Lohse, "Lukas ala

'fheologie, XIV (1954), 270.

is mine.

~ologe der

·

.

lleilagescbichte, 11. Evangelische

10

'l"o.us by analyzing Luke's use ot the narratives in cbapter one, according

to these theologians, bis theological conception of redemptive history
becomes clear.1 0
Models and Types ot Piety
Luke begins his presentation of the inf'ancy narrative~ with a
chronological ref'erence:

";rn the days of Herod,

King of Judea" (Luke

1:5). This reference suggests that God's appointed time has arrived
as Reicke observes vhen be s~s,
The history of redemption has now reached its midpoint,
the transition f'rom the period ot the old covenant to
the new, but this does not take place on a supra.-nundene
level alone but also among men as a verifiable part of'
vorld history. Thus the significance of Luke• s chronological reference is to point to the revelation of
saving history among mehand not to imply that world
history is f\mda:mental.
·
Thus Luke immediateJ.¥ alerts his readers to the redemptive significance
of the infancy narratives he is about to recount.
Having introduced the drama that is about to 'mlfold, Luke sets his

readers into the world of Old Testament expectations.

Zechariah's name

itself' is symbolic of' the account that is to follow; his name means

lOReicke has called attention to Luke's"use of' material which is
strikingJ.¥ Jewish in style and content 1n other parts of' his gospel as
well. He includes Luke 16:19-31 (the rich man and Lazarus), 17:11-19
(the ten lepers), 22:15-18 (introci.1.¥:tion to the Lord's suppex-), and
23:6-16 (Jesus• trial by Herod). Thia observation supports the fact
that Luke I s theological purpose is to be discovered in the .:!!!!. he· makes
of the particular material. Reicke, p. 31.

11Ibid., pp. 51-52. Compare Luke 2:1

and

3:1.

l1.

''Yahweh has remembered. "12 Zechariah is also a priest ot the course

ot Abijah (1 Chronicles 24:10). His "Wite Elizabeth is "ot the daughters
ot Aaron" (Luke 1:5). She has the distinction ot sharing the name of
Aaron's wite (Exodus 6:23).
The description of this couple recalls the highest conceptions of
Both Zechariah and Elizabeth are 011",1,., o <- • They

Old Testament piety.

are faithful to God is covenant relationship With them and to God's Lav
· as weu. 1 3 Their piety is further emphasized in characteristic Old
T'ney walk "in all the commandments and ordinances ot

Testament language.

14 The distinction between "commandments" and .

the Lord.," (Luke 1:6).

"ordinances" is typically Old Testament (Genesis 26:5; Leviticus 26:3;

Numbers 36:13; Deuteron0J11¥ 4:40; 10:13). "Walking" in a co:nmandment or
a law is also a frequent Old Testament thought (Leviticus 26:3; l Kings

3:3; Jeremiah 7:23;
the characteristic

Psalm 26:l; 78:10; 119:1).
.a

...

\

E.V ro1',us K,1,.1.

~

The

tact that Luk.e uses

~-

gcft.tc.wµ,~,v is theologiceJ.l,v signi-

ficant tor two reasons. T"ne phrase suggests a near parallel in Ezekiel
,
_a
, ,
_,
36:27 (l-1 ro,s OtK"-'-UJ~.11,,vp.ov- 11"op£v71,lflG. lttA.< TiC «pljl"-T"'_,1,1.011 ).
~

In Ezekiel 36:26-32 God speaks to Ezekiel of the!!!!:! covenant Re will
make with Israel •. God promises to give Israel a new heart and to cause

-

Israel to walk in his statutes (011<fl.llf,,µJ61.v) and to observe his

12cr. M. Mauch, "Zechariah," The Interpreter's Dictionary of the
Bible, edited by George Arthur Buttrick (Nashville: Abingdon Press.,

1962),

'IV,

941.

1 ~ttlob Schrenk, 11 l'ttl-'C 05 , " Theolor:icnl Dictiona!"Y of' ~he New
Testament, edited by Gerhard Kittel and t:r;"anslated f'rom the Geman by
·Geoffrey Bromiley- (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Com~ey,
1964), p. 189.

14Hoq :Bible. Revised Standard Version. Hereaf'ter referred to
as RSV.

12

,
ordinances (Kp4:.Rci'-Tc').

Thus Luke may have the new covenant of God

Vi.th Israel in mind when he turther characterizes Zechariah and
Elizabeth as "blameless" ~,JL1Tro1). They are legitimate represen~tivea ot the Old· Covenant •15 .According to Ezekiel 36., their piety
f'ul.tills the conditions expected in the Mew Covenont.
Zechariah and Elizabeth show a strong typological similarity to
the Old Testament •

16

Elizabeth is barren.

Gnmdmann points out that

Luke 1$ careful. to n-.ention that Elizabeth is "blameless"; her barrenness
is theretore not a curse or punishl:lent as it is so often viewed in the
Old Testament (Psalm 127; Psalm 128; Job 1:1; 1 Samuel 1:5; 2 Samuel

17 It is theretore correct to look tor some theological signi-

2:5).

ficance in Elizabeth I s barrenness and the subsequent 'birth ot a child.
Reicke

S9¥S 1

In the light ot Luke's scheme of history- the connection
acquires a deeper significance 1n viev ot the tact that
he regards the whole ot the o1d covenant as coming to
its climax in the Baptist. The unspoken verdict which
Jewish Christian readers would easily understand was
that the old covenant had for long been sterile. Now
it was finally to bef§ fruit through the coming of the
forerunner of Jesus.

l5Reicke, p. 52.

1~e word "typological" is used here and throughout the thesis to
mean events in the

past

that find repetition and tul.i"i.lJJ'l!ffllt in the end.Luke's conception of eschatology is taken up in Chapter III •

time.

.

l 7wa1ter Grundmann, Das Evan!_:telium nnch Lukas~ in Theologische:r
Handkommentar zum lfeuen Testament (Berlin: Evangelische VerlagsanstaJ.t,
n.d.), III, 49.
1

8aeicke, P•

53.

13
Rengstorf' suggests that the presentation and then alleviation ot Elizabeth's
barrenness suggests that the time ot tm Messiah• s coming is to be one ot

uncommon fruitfulness.

19

The tact that Elizabeth is barren, however, and

that both she and Zechariah are old (Luke i:7), makes t~m counterparts to
the parents of' Isaac, Samson, and Samuel (Genesis 18:lOj Judges 13:3; 1
20
Samuel 1:17).
There is a strong suggestion 1n the text that Luke has ..

-

Abraham. and So.rah specifically 1n mind as prototypes"ot Zechariah and Elizabeth.

L'dke uses the same participle (1TP~P•fJ,,1<.tf-n.s) tbat the Septuagint

uses to describe the agedness of' Abraham and Sarah in Ge~sis 18:11.21
Luke's theological purpose 1n the opening verses (Luke 1:5-8) at the
infancy narratives is C?learly to establish the context tor a renewal ot
the mighty- acts ot Gcd.
Testament piety.

Zechariah and Elizabeth serve as models at Old

Their names, their positian in lite, their conduct--all

of these suggest the best representation of the Old Covenant. Luke describes them at every point in typical Ol.d Testament language.

In addition,

.Luke has begun 1n these verses to untold a tamiliar Old Testament pattern-.the mighty acts of GOd and His mercy- to His people Israel through the
birth ot children.

Such births tend to follow a s:1mliar pattern:

child.lessness and c0DSequent reproach,_ p ~ r for :removal of the ·
reproach, promise of a child, the birth, thanksgiving for the removal.

l~A&rl. Heinrich Rengstorf', Das Evangelium nach Lukas, in Das Neue

Testan:ent Deutsch (G8ttingen: Vandenhoeck Bo Ruprecht, 1962), III, 20.
20
Beicke, P• 53.

21Cited according to Alfred Ralphs, editor, SeP'tuaginta Id est
Vetus Testamentum graece iuxta LXX L-iter"Dres (Stuttgart: W-brttembergische
Bibelanstalt, 1962). Hereafter re:f'erred to by the dc->i.::,:ia.tion LXX.

14
ot the reproach, al.thoush allot these elements are not al.~s p:resent.22

B.r his use ot ·this familiar pattern Luke

has set the stage for the re~-

tition of God's mighty act through John's birth.

It now remains to

trace the pattern as :f.t unfolds.
Luke uses a temple-setting to develop his theol.ogical. motif :rurther. 2 3

The temple is the heart ot Jewish piety.

Zecbariah is engaged in his

priestly duty (Luke .l:9). Luke al.erts his readers to the iJ:lport
is about to happen by his use of the expression, 1T"IIO'

or what

-n, .,,,.-fi,Oos •••

Not onl1' does '?..J.ls designate Israel as tbe covenant
24
people ot God,
but its combination w::lth .,,.;;,, ri "'-;;J-os implicates

. Toi

~aLo'V •

those present completely in the events that are taking pl.ace.25 Luke
therefore emphasizes the nationa:L signiticance of this gathering 1n
religious terms. .Luke al.so notes that the people are praying (Luke 1 :10)
as well as Zechariah (Luke 1:13).

These observations set the' context

2 2.rihe three birth narratives Luke most often reflects 1n chapter cme
are those ot Isaac (Genesis 16-18), Samson (Judges 13), and Samuel (l.
Samuel l-2). That Luke intends to use these narratives theologically
as well as typologically can be seen from the' tact that he seldom uses
specific eyents in the lives of his types beyond the fact or their birth.
Burrows' statement is significant in this regard: "Samuel is aver:,
exact 'type' ot John, being Levite, precursor end anointer of tile King,
and the first of the prophets; yet LfiikeJ makes a point of none of these
resemblances. 11 Eric Burrows, The Gospel of the Intanci, edited by
Edmund F- ~utclitte (London: Burns, Oates & Wasnbou.~e, Ltd., 1940),
p. ll, n. l.
2
next s.e ction of this chapter deals extensivel.y with the
temple and the priesthood. Here only passing reference is made. Intra,
PP•. 20-28.

3.rhe

24Herma.rm Strathmann and Rudolf Meyer, "Jl-'o's," Theolo~isches
W8rterbuch zum Neuen Testament) edited by' Gerhard Kittel {Stuttgart:
,Verlag von W. Kohlhammer, n.d. , IV, 34-35•

-

25Ibid., P•

50.
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for the angel's announcement that Zechariah's preyer is heard (Luke

1:13).
The details surrounding the announcement of John's birth develop
the picture of piety also.

The engel • s statement that John Will drink.

neither Vine nor strong drink (Luke 1:15) sum~ests that ·i-.e Will be a
Nazarite, separated or consecrated to the Lord (?lumbers 6:3).

As a

Nazarite John resembles Samuel, the great prophet of Israe1.26 Luke
later pictures John and his parents as true children ot the covenant.
John is circumcised on the eighth dB¥ as both the original covenant
with Abraham (Genesis 17:12) and its reit~ration to Israel (Leviticus
12:3) require.

The child thus is brought into the stream of Israe1ite

piety.
Zechariah's response to ~he angel's word i.Jnmediatel.y links him
\

,

,,

with Abraham, tor 1(,,1,.TiJ- TC )"VWG,oµc&c. is the question Abraham addressed to God at the promise of an heir (Genesis 15:18, Septuagint).
Luke stresses the similarity between Abra.ham and Zechariah still f'ur~her
by relating Zechariah's reason tor doubting.

Like Abraham and Sarah,

he and his wife are old and Elizabeth is presumably beyond child-bearing
(Luke 1:18). Unlike the father of' the nation With whom he is linked
typologically, Zechariah receives punishment tor his doubt.
dumb until the birth of' the child (Luke 1:20).

He Will be

Reicke provides us vi.th

an interesting s:uggestion concerning the theological purpose of'

Zechariah's punishment when he says,

26.rihe LXX version of' Han."l&h' s vow to Yahweh contains the promise
"
by Hannah that her son will drink no straig d'l'"ink..,or Wine if' Ye.'hweh will
II
\
"3'
, - ' ft.
2
,,
II
but give her a son. It reads, J'4L OL,to'tl l(J.(p.£"llt,_,ut1.ov 'lt'U:1'.U.
l Samuel l:ll LXX.

l.6
Whn.t is the signit'icance ot this silence in the context?
Luke stresses that Zeclm..~ah was being punished in this
Wey" for his lack ot beliet.
This suMests tho.t Luke was
not concerned merely w1 th biosro.phical details, :ror
Zechariah has no sighii'icance as en individual but only
as the father ot the Baptist. We o.re particularly to
bear in mind that on this day Zecberiah sta."lds in the·
center of the old covenant and that John re"Oresents the
final resurBence of prophecy. The im!)l.ice.ti.on must be
that according to the belief' of' postexilic Judaism the'
voice of' prophecy was to be silent until the messicnic
age when the great pro!)het would a-pr-ear (Zech. 13:2-6;
Additions to Daniel 3:38; l Mace. 4:46, 9:27; 14:41;
Josephus, .A«ainst Apion, 1, 41; 2 Bar. 85:l,3). We
must not, of course, try to discover allegories in every
chapter of the Bible. In the present narrative, hwever,
there are so many allusions to the old covenant and in
the subsequent hyJ:Jns so rr.any predictions about the reestablishment of the covenant after a period of' abasement
that it v1ll not be unreasor.&ble to suppose that such an
allusion to the old covenant "ffllr/' al.so mderlie the silence
of' Zechariah. • • • Thus, it is a conceivable possibility
that Zechariah's skepticism and silence are intended to
reflect the incapacity of' the Jews to receive the revelation given to them during the last moments of the old
covenant right up to the coming of the Ba.ptist. 27

In Luke's presentation of redemptive history Elizabeth serves as
a model of the pious also.
five months (Luke 1:24).

After her conception she hides herself tor ·
Her statement concerning the purpose of her

withdrawal finds its counterpart in Rachel's response to the birth of
her firstborn son (Genesis 30:23).

Elizabeth's response al.so bears

strong resemblance to Hannah's plea tor removal other affliction of'
childlessness (l Samuel 1:11).

.

.

Elizabeth thus joins the ranks of those

saintly vomen whose pr&¥ers we:i-e heard.

Luke extends the COJ!lparison

.

between Elizabeth and the favored 'WOD:en of the Old Testament later in
the chapter.

'When Gabriel appears to Mary I he annou."lces that Elizabeth

27Reicke 1

PP•

55-56.
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Will have a child (Lu.'lte l:36).

He follows this announcement with the

reminder that ''with God nothins shol.1 be impossible" (Luke 1:37).

In

Genesis 18:14 God makes the s ~ statement to Abraham e.fter Sarah had
laughed at the idea of' bearing a son in her old aae.

Though it appears

in question f'om in Genesis, the connect.ion of' Elizabeth with Sarah
seems clear.
The f'inel reference to Elizabeth's piety is used by Luke to
make a significant '.l;heoloSiCal point. W'nen Mary greets Elizabeth
(Luke 1:41), the babe in Elizabeth's womb leaps.

It is highly probable

that Luke here wishes his readers to connect this incident with the
struggling of' Jacob and Esau 1n Rebekah's womb (Genesis 25:22).
::,

The .

~

verb in the Septuagint, E'- Kl p Tl.cl 't/ , is the same verb Luke uses at
28
Luke l:41. _ The theolog~cal overtones f'or Jolm and Jesus are obvious
if' one considers the explanation of the strusallng of' her two sons 1n
Rebekah's womb given 1n Genesis 25:23.

T'ae elder will serve the younger!

It is highly probable that Luke intends to suggest that John, who 1&
·J esus• elder chronologically, will nevertheless
runner.

11

serve 11 him as fore-

Luke has al.ready prepared for this insight in his description

of John's mi~sion (Luke 1:17), as. we will see later. 29 Thus the events
surrounding Elizabeth not only cast her 1n the role of a pious Israelite
but al.so serve Luke's theological presentation of redemptive history.
The last.figure Luke uses as a

model

of' Israelite piety is Mary.

What is said. of her gains its tull significance in most cases by a

28<;e~.

21:22

LXX.

29rn:rra, p. 53.
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neaative comparison With another f'iaur,e in the :first chapter, or
through a breach ot the normal. pattern of things. Unlike Matthew
(Matthew 1:18-25)., Luke presents the announcement of Jesus• birth
fran Mal',Y's perspective (Luke 1:26-38).

This tact in itself 1s unusual.

The sending of the angel to a woman. is a singular event in Judaism. 30
In addition., the angel I a greeting contains a play-on-words w~"lich is

ditticult to reproduce in English.31 ~ greeting itself and the title
used to address Mary suggest that the time ot Jalvation has cmr.e U!)On
She is further told that the Lord is with her (Luke 1:28). T"lle

her.

angel's statement echoes the greeting of tile angel to Gideon (Judges

6:12). Since the context 1n Judges prepares tor an act ot cleliverance
by God, the ~ e

ar this greeting SlJggests both the sing-Jl.ar nature

of what is about to happen and the f'a.ct that God is acting 1n deliverance.
In verse 31 the promise ot conception and the birth ot a son

recalls a cluster ot Old Testament pranises.

Both Eagar (Genesis 16:11)

and Manoah's wife (~ges 13:3) received the smr.e promise.

The fact .

that this -'Dromise is linked to the naming ot the child no doubt indicates
.
the.t -Luke has Isaiah n1J,. in mind.

He has already called MaI',Y a virgin

1n 1:27 and therefore does not need to mention it in 1:31, since it does
not fit well with a direct address to Mary• .
Mar:,'s response to the angel's announcement ot the birth of her son
cl
underscores her purity (Luke 1:34). B:, the use ot 7TVE.il,PJ.
d.)(C.O't/

..

30G:ru.ndmann., P•

55 •

31As Rengst.'.>rf points out, the German l.a.?lgu£ee repr~duces the
on-words With., "Heil dir., der Heil. widerfahren ist!

11

p].q-

Rengstor:f'., p. 24.
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without the article Luke emphasizes tho.t the creative power of God
(Genesis l:2) Will effect this birth.32 The verb f111. '"t.~6et seems
to suggest the idea of the Shechinah., tor "the cloud of glory signified
the Divine presence and power., and it is under such influence that
Mary is to becon:e a mother. 11 33 In this liaht Mary's child will be
called holy., for the firstborn was considered holy to God (~due

13:12). The words ~ytov l<~~,8,f6£T.i.< are found in Isaiah 4:3,
an extremely importent passage.

Isaieh 4:l. pictures God's j'Udgment

Seven women will beg one man to give tbem

upon the daughters of Zion.

his name and thus take avay- their reproach (Isaiah 4:l).

Isaiah 4:2-5

portrays the glory of "that de¥" in the future when he who is lef't in
Zion will be called holy (4:3).

Verse five depicts Jahweh restoring

the cloud by dq and "the shining of a flaming fire by night"--a
renewal of God's presence among His people in the languase of Exodus.
Verse 4 reveals that "the Lord shal.1 have washed avay- the fil.th of the
daughters of Zion" betore his presence is restored.

Thus Isaiah 4:2-5

predicts the escba.tological. restoration of Israel in feminine terms.
If Luke has Isaiah 42:2-5 in mind., Mary serves e.s a type of the
purified daughter of Zion.

The Shekinah cloud descends upon her and

her offspring is called holy.

This refere:nc': to Isaiah may also help

to explain why Mary herself is pictured as descended from a Levitical.

32Grundmann., p. 58,
33AJ.tred Plummer., A Criticnl and ExeKetice.l COil'lmantery on the
Oosnel Accardi~ to St. Luke., in The Intern&tionel Critical Co!u.lente~
lNew York: Charles Scribner's Sons., 1925), p. 15.
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tribe (Luke

1:36)

while her of'f's!.)ring Jesus is referred to in the

l.anguaae of' the Davidic messiah (Luke 1:31-33).34
The emphasis upon Mary's piety and humility receives added support
in Luke 1:38.

She is God's obedient servant.35 In contrast to Zechariah.,
Mary receives the Word of' God's salvation in f'aith.36
Elizabeth's enthusiastic blessing of Mary's offspring (Luke 1:42)
underscores the theme of' lv'Ary' s obedience.

The

greeting is couched in

the language of Deuteronom;y 28:Ja. which promises a blessing upon the
fruit of' the womb to those who obey the Lord's voice.

Out of Elizabeth's

mouth., too., canes the final praise of Mary's faith 1n believirlg that God

would f'ulfill his Word (Luke 1:45).
The final test1mony- to Mary's position within pious Israel 1s her
so?Jg., the Magnificat.

At key pointQ this song reiterates the song of

Hannah (1 Samu.el 2:1-10).

Old Testament saint_.

Once again Mary t:i.nds her counter:gart; in an

Her life is a testimoey to God,'s faithf'ulness., f'or

He is a God who rewards the patience of those who wait m liim.
. Priest and Temple
It has already been noted37 that Luke introduces the infancy

34In Luke 1:46
because the content
rather than Mary's.
eventuality in Luke
the manuscripts.

the vanants substitute ~Eat £~8sr for M~p<~.1"
of the Magnif1cat seems to suit Elizabeth's situation
:rt may be that Luke has alr;ady prepared for this
1:26-38. The reading M"-pLi:1..J'- is better e.ttested in

35Rengstorf., p. 26~
36Hel.Jmrt Fl.ender., Heil und Geschichte in der Theolorcie des Lu.'tas
(Milnchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag., 1965)., p, 32.

•. ·

37supra.,

pp.

11-14.
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narratives by picturing Zechariah and Elizabeth as models of' Levitic
piety.

Since the Lev.I.tic ori~n especial.J.y of' Zecharia..'loi stands in

juxt·a position to the annonncement of' John I s birth in the Temple, the
question poses itself':

Is John's priestly origin of' any theolo!;icaJ.

importance?
COl)zelmann treats the reference to John's priestly descent as a
piece of' unassimilated tradition when he S&¥s,
The emphasis on the priestly descent is not f'ound anywhere outside the prologue. He~ it is a question of'
a very slight s:pecial tradition, and scarcely that.
The mar,.ner in which it is present is more significant
than the f'e.ct tr.at it is 1>resent. The motif' is taken
from a source, but is not.made ful1 use of' even in
the prologue itself,.. It is a remnant, not a developed
theological motif'.~
Kraeling has observed, however, that the ve17 f'act that such a priestly
reference is included deserves expJ.anation.

He writes,

The important tact to keep in mind in this connection
is that the circles with which the Jews of the period
associated the coming of' _a national deliverance were
normally' those of the royal Davidic family, rather than
the priestly clan. • • • The departure of' the Baptist_.
Infancy Narrative from this common standard is remarkable
and cannot be the pro.d uct of' Christian inf'luence. The
only analogy to its point of view is the.t of the Book of
Jubilees and of the original form of the Testmr.ent of'
the Twelve Patriarchs. In these prod\lcts of the Me.ccabean
uprising and monarcey, it is the priestly family of Lev:L
that prepe.Ns the way for, or p~uces, the natim' s
deliverei-.s:J
Kraeling concludes that there is one significant dif'terance between the
Maccabean. literature and the deliverance to be wrought by John.

38conzelmann, p. 23, n~. 2.

".

"In the

The emphasis is mine.

39carl R. Kra.eling, John the Ba'Otist (New York: Charles Scribner's

Sons, 1951), pp. 21.-22.
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Baptist birth story the deliverance has been spiritualized., f'or it is
accomplished in connection With the remission to the _p eople of' their
sins (Luke l:T7). • • .n4o He concludes that because we knov that the
urban priesthood was secularized, the account in Luke l originated in
the Baptist movement

m Judea

among rural priestly circles.~l

Both Conzelmann and Kraeling are primarily concerned with the
source of the priestly material in .L uke l.

Conzelmann's position assumes

that because the priestly origin of' John is not developed outside· Luke l.,
it is not a theological motif' for Luke. 'lhis viewpoint disregards the
context in which Luke· introduces. the material. No sooner has Luke
inf'ormed his readers of' John's priestly ancestry than he introduces
one of his favorite motits--the temple.

It is quite possible that Luke

introduces the priestl.Y. origins of' John and the temple-motif' together
tor theological reasons and that they do not _a ppear ~ogether later in
the Gospel because they have served their purpose alread.y in c:t-..a:-oter l.
As evidence for the i:ltertwining of' John's origins and function with
the temple-motif' I would .c ite a passage which, to my knowledge, has not
42
received cons14erat1on up to this point--Psalm 1.32.
There are two references in Luke l which echo fsalm l32. Eliza-

,

:,

,

~

\

~

~

beth says to Mary, "l<d.1. £:a,ilor71µevoS O KrA.p71oS T'I/S J<O( at.c.S

40~• I i>• 22.
41
Ib1d., p. 23.

42Th1s is Psalm l3l in the I.XX. T"tie ev14ence I wish to offer is
based on the LXX rather than the Hebrew because it contains signif'icant
modifications which appear in Luke l.
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(Luke 1:42). Verse ll of Psalm 132 contains the p'br:ise.,
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The underscored words are found in Psalm 132. · Psalm

18:3 1n :the Sept'Ua81nt contains the expression "horn of' 'tlU sal.vaticm.11
also.

What makes Psalm 132 of particular interest is the context

the Psalm.

ot

lt is the Psalm used ,;hen David brought the ark up to the

temole • .Thi:s tact., in itself, is significant.

The ma3or portion

ot the

Psalm With which we are concerned is 1n verses 11-18. The affinity of

thought between these verses and Luke l is remarkable.

Ve:rse 11 rehearses the tact that David bas received the oath ot
Jahweh that one of his sons Will sit on the throne. Luke alludes to

this when he says that the horn of salv,1.tion has been raised up "in
the house of bis servant David" (1:69). Verse 12 supplies the conditional
promise that it the sons of David keep· Jahweh' s covenant and his testimonies, they will sit on his throne also. Verses 13-15 contain the
statement that Jahweh has chosen Zion as bis habitation. Verse 14 is
especial.ly- pointed when it says, "rus is 'llJY' resting pl.2.ce :f'or evar;
~ I will dwell, tor I have desired it."

Verses l.6-18 then rehearse

the consequent blessings tor Israel ot Jahweh • s presence. Verse 16 reads,
"Her priests· I will clothe with .sal:yation, and her saints will shout
with joy." Verse 17, tbe verse tra:i which Luke takes his quote, reads,

.

''There I will make a horn to sprout for David; I have prepared a lamp

··tor m:, anointed." Verse 18 1D the Revised Standard Version reads, "His
enemies I

will

clothe with shame, but upon himself' his crown will shed

its luster." ~ a reproduces the Massoretic text, but the Septuagint

24
changes the le.st half' of' the verse completely. The Se~U281nt
reading is.,

11 :,
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This

can be rendered., ''But because of' him nr:, senctuary Will burst torth
(break out., or nourish).

1143

T"nis

interpretation seems to make the

best sense in the cont.ext., · since verse 15 of' the Psalm sey-s., "I Will
abundentl.y- bless her (Zion's) provisions; I will satisfy her poor With
bread." The picture here is one of' pl.enty-., of' i"ruitfulness. The
enemies ot God's anointed Will be clothed with shame (verse· 18)., but
because of God's anointed God' a sanctuary- Will burst f'orth.

Such

prosperity- is a frequent Old Testament t:Lgure tor God• s blessing upon
covenant obedience (DeuteronODJf 28:l-6).
How., then., does this affect our understanding of' Lu.lte l? First of'
all, Luke uses the horn of David in verse 69 of' the Benedictus to suggest

that God !!! raised up salvation 1n Israel.

Elizabeth's reference to the

f'ruit of Mary's womb has its counterpart in Psalm 132:ll.

One of David's

sons will sit on his throne; this son is Jesus. Verse 12 of the Psalm
assures David that ,nth covenant obedience the throne is assured forever.
Luke presents every- f':lgure 1n chapter l as a model of Old Testame?lt piety

and obedience.
tion.

Verse

16 pictures Zion's 'Ol"iests

as clothed With saiva-

Luke introduces the infancy narratives with a priest.

half' of' verse

16 is particularly f':ltting

The last

canparison. ~e Greek text
'
c. c,
=>
~ =""",,._ "~E( o ,-1"'-'°'
II
reads, 11 l(J.t. Ot. 06l0 ( tJ(VT"JS i<.1{.C "" lcC•
-'Y-"' n
• ..
•
by'

,~,ov-,J,

43ilauer lists a usage of' s11C with the e.ccuse.tive "to introduce the
person or thiDG by- reason of' whom (or which) someth. he.:ppens • • • • 11
.Walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of tl".e Nev Testament and Other
Earl;( Christian Literature, t1-ansle.ted i':rom the Ger.n~ a."ld adapted by
William F. Amdt and F. Wilbur Gingrich (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 195'"f), p. 289.
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Althouah tbe word itself does not ~11r.ea.r in Lulw 1, Luke presents
Zechariah, Elizabeth, and Mary as

ot A~to(

• The verb ~:r.c~A<~o_µGC(

occurs three times in Luke l (Luke 1:14,44,47), however.

It is tbe .

word tor eschatological joy and the theme ot the rejoicing is the
"eschatological. act of divine salvatic:m. 1144 The Magn1tica.t o't Mar:,

am

the Benedictus of Zechariah are indeed hymns o-t joy over the "eschatolog1cal act of divine sal.vatic:m." The •1m1Jarity between Psalm 132:17
and Luke l seems to be more tho.n a coincidence also.
11 C

,

,

-

-

?JT'Olµ.~11,1. ~ v,cvov Tt.p 'XPU,T'f' p.011

•"

The Greek reads,

It 1s higncy- significant

that one of the acts predicated for John in Luke 1:79 is "to give
l i ~ to those who sit in darlmess." This :tact takes on added signifi-

cance because the Septuagint version ot Psalm 132:17 connects the lamp

"" p.o-a, , " a term which the ear~ church attached to
with " -X pt., T'f
Jesus.

This would suggest John as the f'ore:rmmer of' Jesus.

If' 'Ill:/ rendering

ot verse 18 at the Psalm is CO%'rect, the Psalm would help to explain

why

Luke relates. the announcement ot John's ~rtb in the temple and that
John's Levitic origin plays a significant part 1n the fulfillment of this

Psalm's expectations.
Luke recounts the announcement ot John' a birth with:1n the precincts of the temple. The expectations associated with the temple play
a major role in his Gospel.

C&ird has summarized the note ot expectancy

1n Judaism aa follows:

~ f ' Bultmann, 11 Zc.yc<?.l<~oµcti, f<;t-<i?.f~, <.S , "~eolo~cel.
Dictionary of' the New Testament, edited °b'J Gerhard Kittel and t1-ans1e.·,ed
, :f'ran the German by Geof:f'rey w. Bromiley {Grand Rapids: Wm. :a. Ee1-c.:rans
Publ.ishirJg C011lp8,D¥ 1 19611,), I, 20.
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,
The Old Testament contains 1r.e.ey promises of the blessines
that God purposes one day to pour on Icrael, but the
sovereign blessina, which comprehend3 all the othars, is
that ~ himself' will come a.":IODfl his peopl.e in all his
chastening., cleansing., redeeming a."ld sanctif'tJing pcmer.
• • • Just as Israel. believed that God vas eternally- King
and yet still prayed tor tr.e cOJ!ling of' his kingdom., so
they- believed in his presence and yet looked f'orwa.rd to
his coming; and the temple had become t'he symbol. both of
the presence they- enjoyed and of the full.er presence they
expected. One of the l.atest prophecies to be added to
the canon of' scripture promised tha.t the Lord whom ye seek
,d.11 suddenJ..v come to his tem-cle and that bef'ore his co.,ung
Elijah would retu1'"ll to ina.uaure,te a great repenta.-ice (Mal..
3:1; 4:5-6). It was appropriate., then, that the temple
worship should provide the setting tor the orsning of the
gospel story, as it does also for its close. 5

Morgenthaler has further shown that Jerusalem and the tm:iple give
cohesion to Luke's whole Gospel..
when he seys that
gical concepts.

tor Luke.,

46 Fl.ender is no doubt correct

Jerusalem and the temple are fixed theolo-

Jerusalem is the "place of' the M.f'illment of'

redemptive history.

1147

The fact that John's birth is announced in

the temple therefore takes on 1.mpo~t theological. overtones.

· 45aeor~e B. Cai.rd, The Gosnel of' ·st. Lu.1te (Ealtimore: Penguin
Books, 1963), P• 50.

46Robert

Morgenthaler, Die lu.'!canische GeschicJ:tsschre:!.bung els
Zeumiis (Ziirich: Zw:lngli-Verlag., 1949)., Plh 163-166. lie views Luke
1:5-4:13 as a series of temple scenes at the beginnint; of the Gos!)el
and Luke 19:45-24:53 e.s the closing series of' temple scenes. The
pattem is repeated in .Acts also. Of particular interest for this
thesis is the fact that in Luke 1:5-4:13 there appear to be •four :major
temple scenes: Zechariah, Si:rr.eon., the Twelve-Year-Old Jesus., and the
Temptation of' Jesus at the temple. Morgenthaler' s observations have
merit since Luke he.a modified his ?l.iarcan source by putting the temptation
at the temple 1n Jerusalem last tor emphasis. The :fact that Jesus I disCi tU.es return to Jerusalem at the close of' the Gospel and begin their
mission af'ter Pentecost 1n the te:nple in Jerusalem supports Morgent?-.aler•s
observations even more.
47
Flender., p. 98.
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The importance ot what ta.us place in the temple in chc.pter 1
is emphasized by the sinsuJ.ar occurrences tnat accompany it.

Zeche.riah

bns been desisnated by lot to burn incense in the temple (Luke 1:9).
According to the Mishnah., a priest was permitted tm.s privilege only
once in his lifetime.

48

This particular day., then., 1s the ereatest

in the lif'e of' any priest., tor the ottering ot the incense vas origi~

ot the high:>r:!.est (Exodus 30:7). Luke alerts his

nally a f-J:iction

readers to the theological import of' what is. about to happen by
emphasizing that

~

the peo~ ot God are gathered f'or prayer. 49 Wnile

ottering the incense., an angel appears to Zechariah (Luke l:ll).; standing
at the right side of' the altar of' incense.

Reicke points out the impor-

tance of' the presence of' the people outside and the appearance of' the
angel when he says.,
Now even at a tes-;ival. there cannot have been more than
a large number of representatives ot .the Jewish peopl~
present. Luke, however, uses this particule.r reference
t:rom a ditf'erent perspective to underline the connection
between the Be.ptist and the old covenant: The annour..cement of' his birth concems the whole of' the peopl.e of'
Israel.
None other than the angel Gabriel who stands in the
presence of' God makes the announcement to Zechariah.,
verses 11.,19. The angel stands on the right- side of' the
altar of' incense, which represents God Himself' so that
he takes a place of' honor beside God and conveys a messase
directly from him. And all this takes place in the innermost holy place of' the old covena~0 into which the high
priest entered to otter sacrifice.

48c;rundmann,

He cites as evidence Tamid

49Luke 1:10, SU'Dra,
P• 14.
50Reicke, p. 54.
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In every detail the L ~ narrative acsumes a tr.eol~caJ. :frar.ie'WOrk :for the announcement of' John's birth. The whole introdl.Ction of'
the infancy accoun~s th~refore serves to highliaht the transition f'rom
the Old Covenant to the New.

Priest, :people, and templ.~ announce the

coming of' the precursor of Jesus.

Redemptive histoey has reached its

fulf'illment.
The Renewal. of' Prophec;r
Central to Luke's presentation at redemptive histoey and to his
understanding of' the Baptist's mission is the renewal of prophecy.
This renewal takes place through the Spirit (Luke 1:15,42,67). For
Luke the operation of the Spirit serves as the "connecting thread".
which binds his 'Whole work together. 51 The question imn:ediately is
posed:

How does Luke understcnd the working of the Spirit? To ansver

this ques'tion an examination of the Old Testan:ent evidence and of' the
context; of Luke l is.necessaey.
In the Old Testament the Spirit of' God is a creative, transforming ·
power (Psalm 51:12-13) whose purpose is to "create a sphere of religion ·
and morals.

1152 In this sense, the Spirit ot God rests upon the Kessiah

(Isaiah 9:2) and works through the Servant of' God (Isaiah 42:l).

The

51a.

'W. H. Lampe, "The Holy Spirit 1n the Writings of' st. Lu.lte,"
Studies in the Gospels, edited by D. E. Nineha.'ll (Oxtord: Basil Bl.e.ckwell,
1955), p. 159.
-

52Eciuard Schweizer, "Spirit of' God," :Bible Key Words, ~mnslated
f'rom the German by A. E. Ha~ (New York: Harper & Row., 19ol.),

'
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Spirit of God as power transforms stony hea.--ts and "ch:2.nees the nation
into a commuuty devoted to God" in the l{ev Age (Ezekiel 36:26-27). 53
The S:pirit of God Gives life to· the physical world (Genesis 2: ..(), e.nd

sustains creation (Job 33:4). Leaders and rulers receive a more :permanent gif't of the Spirit w1:>,ich enables them to carry out the tunctic:is
of their ottice with wisdom and judgment (Numbera ll:17,25.; l Somuel
16:13; Isaiah ll:2; Judges 6:34).54
The Spirit of God is also associe.ted with :prophecy, ene.bling the
recipient ot the Spirit both to receive and to interpret divine revelation (Numbers 24:2; l Samuel l0:6; 2 Kings 2:15).

The SUf':f'ering Servant

of the Lord fulfills his pro:phetic office and the divine purposes ot
redemption as One possessed by the Spirit (Isaiah 42:l; 48:16; 61.:1).
T'.ae Spirit makes known the ethical requirements and ,1ud8ments ot God

through the prophets (Psalm 106:33; Zechariah
F:t.nally, the Spirit

ot

7:12; Nehemiah 9:30). 55

God is closely bound up with the es.ch2.tolo-

gical. hope (Isaiah ll:2; Isaiah 32:15-16).

In the :rut~ age God will

pour his Spirit upon the seed ot Jacob (Isaia}l 44:3,5).

In the New

Covenant the entire community of Israel will pa.ri.icipate in the Spirit
.

.

(Ezekiel 37:14; 39:29). 56 The action of the Spi.""it is also

-

53n,1d.

5\am:pe, p. 160•.

-

55Ibid., P• 161.
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portr~d \mder the ir.lacery of' cleansing, ht:::c!inz
a~d l;.i'e-givinc water, pe.rticu1a~ly th.: '1/owp
«~Et,£ ws fiOWiM out f'rom the ideal Temple of'
Ezekiel's v:l.sion.5·,·
The Spirit of' God in the Old Test.eJ?lent 1s a Soirit of' '00'\-rer

-

of' prophecy, and of' the eschaton.

-

'

Since there see:ns to bee. ref'erence

to Ezekiel 36:26-32 in connection with Zechariah and El.izabeth_,58
Luke may well have had the ideal temple of' Ezekiel 47 in mind wt.en he
rele.ted the announcem.ant of' John• s birth in the temple.

The ~J,,.,p ~~uzw.s

of Ezekiel• s vision is reiterated in one of' the cr.aracteristic functions
of' the Be.ptist:

He will. give knowledae of salvation through the !E,E:-

Riveness of' sins (Lu.lte l:TI).

The first act of John -r ecorded by Luke

picks up the other half of the Ezekiel reference.

John "went into all

the region about the Jordan, preaching a baptism of' repentance f'or the
forgiveness of' sins" (Luke 3:3).
The develop:nents in the intertestament&l. period shed l.ight upon
Luke• s understanding of prophecy and the Spirit. Lesney describes these
developnents when he s3¥s,
Af'ter the destruction of the first temi,J.e, or, according
to some, after the death of ~ a i , Zechariah, and V.iale.chi,
the "Oronhetic
rrif't in Israel was quenched, IIand a weak ,_
-~
II
substitute was given in the bath-ool, the little propuecy
11
(lit. daug.i.ter of a voice"). But soon rabbis held th&t .
· the gi:f't was preserved by the communication through l.eyingon of' hands, appealing to llnml. XXVII. 18 and Deut. XXXIV. 9
(P)., both relating to Moses "ordination" ot Joshua. It was

57Ibid., p. 162. See Ezekiel 47:3., also Isaie.h 1:16-20., Jeremiah
4:14, Ezekiel 36:25-27•
58supra, p. ll..
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also held that those who gave themselves tor Israel.
or learnt and obeyed the Ll'lw, or ta.U{:ht it publicly
1
could receive the Spirit.
Thus reception of the Holy S!Jirit by the promised child
(as herei i.e. 1. 15), by V.:e.r;y e.ccordinB to Gabriel's
promise (1. 35), Elizabeth (1. 41). Zechariah (1. 67)
and Symeon (11. 25) is a.n entirely' Judaistic notion.59
All of the characters in Luke l are pictured as mocels of' obedience and
piety and are therefore capab1e of receiving the Spirit.
Luke's verbal associations 'be1,ween "Spirit" and the results of the
Spirit's presence indicate that he understands th.e renewal of' prophecy

Every use of' "Spirit" in Luke l stands

as en eschatological reality.

in a context filled with eschatological plu-aseology.

In Luke l:14

before the prediction of' John's reception of' the Spirit the a:iael
'

:,,

says of' John's birth, "NJl £1;n,c,.

,a, Kt!lt ii.r"-""'~6tS

,

\

"X"-Pd.

:!

~" ,

•

n

Elizabeth's reception of' the Spirit is accompanied ·by' the lee.ping of'
the babe in: her womb in

":Cr.c ~~ ,i€l,£t

the promise of' the Spirit (Luke 1:35).
expression

II

M£rct ~4-v,l

11

(Luke 1:44) • . M.e.ry receives

Her hymn contains both tho

" and "~rat'AlU,£V"

(Luke l:46;47).

Luke l:67 makes it abundantly- clear that such a reception of' the Spirit
causes one to prophesy.

f 11po f/fre11,2v •"

Zechariah

11

~

_,

_4,_

_,

&

I

'

£71'~?"}61".,./ Tlv6?1,;ttl(TOS tt.1,011 J<fll.

Bultmann has shown that

andpEyG(·'A.,fVE<II are all eschatological

t"-p.t';v, ll~~~l1264.c,,

words praising

God f'or his nact

of' divine salvation. 1160 Schubert has therefore suggested that Luke's

59A. R. C. Leaney, A Co.'lllJ!entar:',• on the Gosnel According to St. Llf<e
(London: Adam & Charles Black, 1958), p. 39. Tile empl".asis is :nine.

, · 6oauitmann,

p. 20.

•
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first two chapters are ample evidence of' Luke's
theology.

6J.

II

,p

proo.a.-f'rom-prophecy"

Schubert concludes,

The Holy Spirit is (contrc.ry to Vide-s!>~ad r.iodern
opinion) a st~ctly esche.tological reality for Luke.
• • • The e~raordinary emphasis on the lioly Spirit
throughout Luke-Acts 1s but e. oo.rt o:t his eschatological theology- of history.b2
Even the past tense of the verbs in the Benedictus (Luke 1:68-75)
regard the eschatological salvation of God e.s alree.dy present.
Lu."te l, then, suggests a renewal of God I s m:i~ty acts for His
people.

History bas reached the e.ppointed time.

God's pious people,

Zechariah and Elizabeth, receive the promise of' a wondrous birth.
V'J&ry, too, is a model of piety.

The angel I s announcement to !l;ary

indicates that God's salvation has come upon her.

John's birth is

announced in the temple, the heart of Old Testament :9iety.

In the same

context, however, the eschatological ho!)e~ of' Israel are fulfilled.
The Spirit is active once more through pro:9hecy.
overshadows Ma-7.

The Spirit of power

God's saints-.re.1oice in His mighty deeds in typical

eschatological. language.

6lPaul Schubert, "T'ae Structure and Significance of Luke 2~, n
llet.'testa"T.entliche Studien f{ir Rudolf' 'Bult1:1..enn (Berlin: Alfred 'l'6pelmann,
1954), p. 178. Paul Ydnear suggests that a ?pOre adequate title for
Luke's theology would be "theology of' the tilr.e of f"J.1.tillment. n
"Proot-f'rom-pro~hecy" raises too many difficulties of definition.
"Luke's Use of the Birth stories," §._tudies in Luke-Acts, edited by
Leander E. Keck and J. Louis Martyn (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1966),
pp. 118-120.

62Ib1d.
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Luke l., then., proVides a picture of God's tul.filll:c.--nt of His.
redemptive promises which recognizes in God's actiVity both the God
of Israel. 1 s history and the God of her escha.tological hopes.

In

God's decision to act in behalf of His r.eo1>le there is continuity with
the Old Covenant and evidence of the Ne94.

Redemptive historJ and

eschatology meet. in the infancy narratives of Luke 1.

'

.

CHAP.rER III
JOHN, JFaJS Am> ELIJAH--THE ESCHA'l'OLOGY OF LUKE l

Introduction
The develo:pnents during the intertestamentaJ. period gave the

eschatologicaJ. hope of' Israel a new content and a new direction. It
was recognized that the gif't of prophecy had censed.1 Statements
that prophecy had ceased .a re found not only .in the Old Testament itself
(Zechariah 13;3-6, Psalm 74:9), but in the intertestamental literature
·2
(1 Maccabees 9:27) and the rabbinic 'l iterature as well.
The cessation of' prophecy had a marked ettect upon the eschatological hopes ot Israel.

Scobie has characterized this e:tf'ect as

follows:
Yet if' prophecy was thought to be dead, there was an
eg_ual~ strong opinion that at some point in the future
prophecy would return. To be more precise, the retum
of prophecy would mark the dawning of' the new ase. In
all the passages which refer to this beli~f', the rev1val
of prophecy is an eschato1ogical concept.
The Variety of' Eschatological. Figures

At the .a rrival of the eschaton Israel al.so expected the appearance

lcharlea K. H. Scobie, Jolm the Ba.otist (Philadelphia: Fortre:.;s
Presa, 1964), P• ll8.
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ot a number ·o t personalities vho vould usher in the days ot Israel's
salvation. Volz sumnar1zed the diversity of expectations 1".9B&rding
these eschatologicol. indiViduala vhen he wrote,
Eine canze Reihe von Beilspers8n11chkeiten 1st uns
nun bekannt geworden: der Mess1ask8n:i.g, der Mensch
der Priestertilrst, der Prophet, Mose, Elia, Henoch,'
der Engel, der Taeb. Die ausser dem Messias
genannten HeUspersonen stehen nicht etva neben dem
?.fessias, sondem sie stehen an Stelle des ~iessias,
sie sind nicht etva Vorliufer des ¥..essias (h8chstena
und ganz vereinzelt Elia), sondem sie sind Vorl.Kufer
Gottes, und sie Bind sel'bst die Heilspers8nlichke1ten.
Das bcwoist al.so, dass das f'romme JudentlDll 1m Zeital.ter ~esus Christi nicht eine einheitliche, sondem
eine mannigfaltige 11Mess1ashottnung11 hatte, und es
ilsst sich vermuten, class sich die verschiedenen
eschatologischen Heilsgestalten aut verschiedene
Kreise 1m Volk verteilt haben. Die verschiedenen
Gruppen 1m Zeitalter Jesu werden sich ihren besonderen ''Messias; 11 Erl8ser, Heilbringer erdacht und ihn
in sehr verschiedener Gestalt erwartet haben: die
Phari•s ier anders al.s die Essener, die Priester anders
ala die Politiker, die Apokaly!)tiker anders ala die
Toro.studenten, die Gebildeten anders ala die Ma~se,
die Zeloten anders ala die Stillen im Lande. Henoch
(Daniel; Esra, Baruch) varen whl die Heroen der .
Apokal.yptik, Mose der Heros des gesetzesgelehrten
Judentums, Elia end von allem der Mess1ask8nig vermutlich der Heros der volkstihnl.ich Eschatolo3ie, der
"Mensch II wohl der Ersehnte eines Kreises besonders
innerlicher Menschen. In gewissen Kreisen, wohl vor
all.em in literarischen Kreisen, hat man bisweilen auch
die verschieden~n Gestalten und Jtmter vereinigt und einen
Heilbringer geblaubt, der zugl.eich K8nig, Prophet and
Priester var. Zudem wird man annehmen dilrfen, dass die
Jbnter weder im Leben noch in der Anschauung so sc~
getrennt varen, wie wir zunichst vermuten m8chten.

.

!rhus a number ot eschatological figures were enVisioned, corresponding
to a variety of groups within Israel. Several ot these eschatological

4Pau1

Volz, Die Eschetol ie der ~Hdischen Gemeinde im neutestementlichen Zeitalter
bingen:. J. C. B. 11.ohr, 19 , p. 201. The
emphases are the author's.
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f1sures might have a possible bean.us upon the theol.o6Y' of' Luke 1 •
The High Priest of

Levi and t~e King of Judah

Volz has shown that in chaptera 8 ~d 18 of' the Testament of

!!m a

priestly-king (Priesterk8niq) was e.xpected. 5 His star shall

arise in heaven like a king.
temple of glory-.
rest on him.

Sanctification canes unon him tram the

T'ne sp:1.rit of understanding and sanctification 'Will

The Ger.tiles will receive knowledge in his priesthood.

He opens the doors of paradise.

tree of life.

He will aive the saints food from the

The spirit of' holiness 'Will be on them. T'ne Lord will

rejoice in his children.
Levi will be glad.

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob will exult, and

All the saints shall clothe themselves in joy-. 6

Vol.z goes on to point out that this description reminds one of Psalm
110 and its Melchisedek typology- but that the function of thl:s priestly-

.
lµng is chief'l.t in a spiritual sphere.

7
T'm.s sim:1lar1ty to Psalm 110

has ied many- to suspect that the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs
stem from Maccabean circles and that this priestly-king is the bearer

.
.
.
8
of the national. hopes of' the priestly- Maccabees.

5Ibid., P• 191.
6ihia.

7Volz I s statement reads:

"Unterschied von Pa 110 liegt aber bier
die ~itigkeit dieses Pr1esterk8nigs, vie es auch dem Charakter des
Melchisecb;tk entspricht, vorzugsweise auf' geistigem Gebiet. 11 ~ 8:n,id.
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Chapter 8 ot the Testament ot Levi contains further evidence ot
the eschatolosical hopes connected with the tribe ot Levi.

Volz says,

Schwierig 1st t. Levi 8. Na.ch der bier ausgesprochenen
Weissagung vird Levis Same in dre1 Reiche geteilt ZWll
Zeichen de! Herrlichkeit des kanmenden Herrn. Der
erste K?.71po~ (Hdschr. R) wird gross sein, gr8sser ala
er Wini kein anderer sein; der zweite wini 1m Priestertum. sein; der dritte voni mit einem neuen Na.men genannt
werden (griech, Text; a:rmen. Text: er wird mit seinem
Namen genannt werden), denn ala KBnig wird er in Juda
aufstehen und ein neues Priestertum schatf'en nach dem
Vorbild der Heiden tar alle Heiden (al"lllen. Text: er
wird Barmh~zigkeit -llben an allen V8lkern). Sein Auftreten
( 'Tl.AP O"V' c.c ) 1st unaussprechlich vie eines hohen Propheten
aus dem Samen unseres Vaters Abraham (al"lllen. Text A:
unaussprechlich vie des H&hsten; &l"lllen. Text B: unaussprechlich vie ein Prophet des H8chsten aus dem Samen Abrahams,
unseres Vaters). Auch hier also vie 1n c. 1.8 triumt der
Verf'asser von einem Priester, der zusleich ein Kanig 1st,
und der mit Abraham 1n Verbindung steht; vie der KBniiJ in
t. Juda 24 1st er tar alle VBlker da. Ein neuer Zug (im
Verhll.ltnis zu c. 1.8) 1st die Vergleichung des Priesterk8nigs mit dem Propheten, so dass bier alle drei Organe
des Volkes, Kanig, Priester und Prophet, in Eine Person
zusammengebunden erscheinen. 9
Testament of' Gad 8 speaks ot a savior that God will n.ise up f'rall Levi
and Judah, and the Testament

ot Simeon 7 speaks ot a higb.priest trom

Levi and a king trom Judah. 10 nie third f'igure in the Testament ot Levi
8 is not identitied and is not mentioned in any other reterences in
the Testa:nents

or

the Twelve Patriarchs.

Wbat is ot aignif'icance is

the unif'ication of' the three of'f'ices of' king, priest, and prophet in
one person. 11 Philo sees the :f'Ulf'illment ot this threefold otf'ice in

9Ibid., PP• 191•192•
lOibid., P• )92.

-

11Ib1d.
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Moses, as does the Samaritan view ot Moses. 12
In a recent study by Karl Georg Kuhn the author supplies new
evidence which &upports some of Volz's observations about the Testament
of the Twelve Patriarchs, but also corrects him at places. l3 Kuhn's
study shows that a recently published fragment from Qumran, the Order
of the Congregation,

14

0

~ a with the previously published llanual of

Discipline in recognizing ~ Messiahs.

One is the Meas:l.ah of Aaron,

a higbpri,at, and the other the Mesa:l.ah of Iaraei. 1 5

l~a 11, 12-17

baa the same conception of the Messiah of Aaron as higbpriest and the
Messiah of Israel as the political leader of Israel, and the Messiah

of Israel is the subordinate of the two.

16 Kuhn goes on to

show that

the understanding
of the messianic concept in Tei;t. XII Patr. had tor a
long time been misdirected by the theory of R. ~Charles that the statements concerning a Mess:l.ah from
the tribe of Levi and a Messiah from the tribe of Judah,
both of which are found side by side in Test. XII Patr.
were two competing concepts. Charles. was of the opinion
that the original text of the ~est. XII Patr. expressed
only the expectation of the Messiah of Levi. Under the

.12~.
l3Karl Georg Kulm, "The Two Messiahs of Aaron and Israel, 11
The Scrolls and the New Testament, edited by Krister Stendahl
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), PP• 54--64.

14Hereatter this document will be referred to by the accepted
symbol lQ,Sa, fplloved by the column number and the verse number.
l5Kuhn, p.

56.

16~., p. 57.
't •
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poweri'ul inn:uence ot the priestJ.¥ d¥nasty- of the
Hasmoneans and espec1aJ.1¥ ot John Hy-rcanus, this concept
should have canceled out the othervise current Jewish
concept of the Y.iesaiah ot Judah, the Davidic Messiah.
Consequentl.¥, Charles thought 1.t PoB&ible to find
allusions 1n the original. text to Jolm. ~rcanua • • • •

Yet the Test. XII Pa.tr. have· no allusions to John
~anus, nor are the Messiah ot Levi and the
Messiah of Judah mutually cmpetina concepts. Much
rather, tbe Test. XII Patr. show, 'With complete
iman1rn:i+.y, the expectation of two Messiahs, one a
high priest trm the tribe ot Levi and one royai trm
the tribe of Juaah. The priestl:y Messiah receives
the highest place, the royal Messiah ranks sec01ld.17
Kuhn further points 01'1; that the Damascus Document bas three ref'erencea

to "the caning Messiah of Aaron and ;csrael" and thus indicates that it
was later aJ.tered by a later copyist vho ·1mev nothing of Essene

expectat1Qns and did not know what to do vith a p1ural messianic
conception.18
Another part; of Kuhn's stud¥ is ot particular interest for our
purposes also.

The author finds support

tor the concept ot tvo

Massiahs in the Old ~stament alread1' vhen he says,

a priest~ and a
political. one, is actually not as strange as it first
appears to be. The entire structure of post-e.x:Llic
Israel shows the side-by-side position of the pries~
hierarchy and a vorl~ pol.1t1.cal leadership. This
structure is given already 1n the ~uxtaposition ot the
priests and the "princes" as W.rldl¥ leaders, f'ou.ncl
The concept of the two Messiahs,

l7Ibid. • Pages 57 and 58 give the rest of the references in
the Test. XII Pa.tr. vbich speak of tvo Kessiah& also.
l5xbid., PP•

,

58-59·.
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in Ezekiel (44-46). In Zech. 4:14 (.£!.. 520 B.C.) ve see,
side by side, the Aaronite Joshua, the l\1gh priest and
the Davidic Zerubbabel, the worldly leader ot the Israelite
community, as "the two anointed ones."19
The distinction between the of':C'ice of the high priest and the political
ottice vere thus an integral part ot .,ewish tradition. 20 The distinction between the priestly and the kingly offices was rigidly maintained.
When Aristobulus I, a Baamonean ot Levitic ·d escent, assumed the title
"king," "the Hasmoneans adapted themselves to their Hellenistic
environment.

Thereby they placed themselves in opposition to Jewish

tradition. 112l

That the blending ot the two ottices was conaid~red a

sacrilege to pious Jews can be seen fran Psalms of Solomon l7:4-6,
a passage vhich dates tran shortly before 63 B.c. 22
Kuhn concludes his article by stating that the original pa&&aS,e

from the Manual of Discipline (lQS ix, ll) that speaks

of "the coming

of a Prophet and the (two) Messiahs of Aaron and Israel"
actually speaks of three ditterent heroes of redemption,
who were to stand aide by aide in the Escbaton: (l) the
new prophetic lawgiver, (2) the "Messiah of Aaron.,'' the
new highpriest out of the tribe of Levi, and (3) the
"Meaa~h of Israel, 11 the .nev king out of the tribe of

Judah. 3

l9Ibid., P•

.

.60.

2 0ibid., P• 61.

21
· Ibid. •

-

22~ . , PP• 61-62.
2 3Ib1d·. , p. 63.

The emphasis is mine.

"
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Kuhn's study, taken to6ether with Volz's t1ndin8&, play an
important part 1n establishing the background· ot thought in which the
composition ot Luke l took place.

Conclusions trom their findings
Vill be drawn later 1n the chapter. 2 lt.

~e Escbatological P~phet--Moses
Israel's hopes tor the renewal ot prophecy am the beginning ot
the eschatological age
1n the days

or

the Spirit

toum

claSBical expression already

ot the prophet J~l. Joel 2:28-29 reads,

And it shall cane to paBB afterward, that I will
pour out my spirit on all flesh; your sons and your
daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream
dreams, and your young men shall see visions. Even
upon the menservants and ~idservants 1n those days,
I will ~ur out my spirit. 5-

In connection with this passage Cullaiann says,
As a result of his absence at that time, the Spirit
was looked upon 1n Judaism as an escbatological
element. There had been prophets 1n the past, and
there would be prophets again at the end of day&.
Thus prophecy became more~ more the subj~ct of
eschatological expectation.

24Inf~, PP• 65-66.
25
' :,/
• .\.
RSv=. The :r.:xx is Joel 3:l-2 a]Jd re~, "K-'t
p£r~
'Tci(VT.t 1<-<c. I K,ct'4l ~'I'~ 7oil 11V£-0,P- ti. TOf e"o.,, f.,rl ,112,..c II
,
,~plr"-, J(el.} ~po~~ "r61J ,011 , , I/ o_! 11{ot., ,1.,µw~ K.CL " ' J11r~T~fES
-f,u43v K.Cl ot -vpEt.~J rtpoJ. ~_µcuv t;,:111rv,.c.. s:v11~vtfl..,J"'),o~TJ.L1
K.C.l O~ 'IE.C.\f,t~ l<.OC ~~~" o~'::l'~ 3~ollTcC.l~ J<.t2 4112 ~O~f Gov~o~S
K...Jl §Pl r~P Go4~.c.s €V 7"'-<<S -,,µ.~plll<& £K&<vlltS tl("J(SIAI 2.11.~ Toil
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11V£;J~~TOS J,£011.

20
oscar Cullmann, The ~hristologY of the New Testament, translated from the German by Shirley C. Guthrie and Charles A. M. Hall
(Philadelphia: The WestmiDBter Press, 1959), PP• 14-15.
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In the intertestamental period the expectation of the renewal of
prophecy underwent a highly significant alteration.

Qa£, prophet ca."lle

to be expected at the dawning_of' the new age. 2 7 In l lw'accabees 4:45-46
the stones of' the altar are stored during the rebuilding or the temple
until!. future prophet would appear to solve the question of ,mat to
do with them.

In l Maccabees l4:4l Simon .is made high priest forever

''until a trustworthy prophe:t should arise • • • • 1128

"In these two cases

the coming prophet is to settle any outstanding problems and reveal Ood.~11
will. ,.29 The Testament of Benjamin 9:2 envisions the CPllling p~et as
the. bringer of salvation when it says,
And the twelve tribes shall be gathered together there

(at the temple), and ·a ll the Gentiles; until the Most
High shall send forth his salvation in the visitation
of!!! only-begotten prophet.30
Cullmann bas made an interesting suggestion to explain why it was

poss-i ble to expect a single prophet representing the whole of prophecy.
Be says,

The idea that a single prophet would represent the
whole of prophecy may have another root besides escbatoloSY" in Judaism, one which rests more on a theological
speculation. It is the idea tbat sin~e all prophets have
procl,l.imed basically the same. divine truth, the same

2 7scobie, P• 119.
28Quoted in Scobie, P•
29Ibid.

-

ll-9■

•

30Aa quoted in Scobie.

The emphasis is mine.

,1

prophet waa successive~ incarnated 1n dif'f'erent men.
Thus the idea arose that actually the same prophet
always appeared and that each time he merely took a
different form.31
It was almost inevitable, therefore, that the prophet expected at the
dawning

ot the New Age should be identified with Moses. He was the

first great prophet ot Israel, 1,he leader ot the Exodus, the prophetic
intermediary between Goel and His people, and the author ot the
Torah.32 The Rabbis bad no trouble finding scriptural support tor
this position.

Deutel'.()nomy l.8:15 conta1na the promise ot Moses that

"The Lord your God will raise up tor yoU a prophet like me trom among
you, from your brethren--him you &ball heed. 11 33 Deuteronomy l.8:15
does not speak

ot

Moses I retum but ot a prophet who will be like

h1m.34 Nevertheless, it was only

a simple .atep tor the rabbis to

concl.ude that it was Moses himself who would retum at the beginning
of the New A~.35

The Qumran scrolls supply important evidence that

-

Moses was expected as the eschatological prophet.

The Qumran caamunity

expected three eschatological figures, one of' whaa. was expected to be
Moses.

Scobie says,

'J

3J.cullmann, P• 16.

32vo1z,

J.94.
33~v The ;.xx reeds 11porf.-,,frr,t1 iK TW"- ~l'E'A rpuiv ' 011
~s tµt 11.·""'lfT'>J'-'' ,D, k+pcos o-,J£rls ,011, .c.:Orov ~~o11'1£,J£. •• • 1
p.

11

34~1Jmann, PP• 16-17_.

35volz, p. 195. Cullmann reaches the same conclusion, P• 17.
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In the Testimonia. text trom Qwnran, this threefold
expectation is expanded and explained by the texts
which are quoted--Deut. 5:28,29 and Deut. 18:l.8 19
referring to the prophet like unto Moses ••• : '
Here is clear proof of the expectation of the escbatolor;icgl prophet in the person of the returning
Moses.3
.
The Escbatological Prophet--El1Jah
No prophet ot Israel played a greater role in the escbatological
hopes of Judaism than EliJah, the Ti&hbite who saved "Yahweh religion
from destruction by the cult ot Baal." in the ninth century B.c.37
Jeremias lists two reasona tor Elijah's prcminence "in popular legend,
in theological discussion and in escbatological expectatio~,"--his

mysterious rapture and the prophecy ot his return in Malachi 4: 5 and
tollowing.38 The text ot Malachi 4:5-6 reads,
Behold, I will ·send you Elijah the propht!t before
the great and terrible day ot the Lord canes. And
he will tum the hearts ot fathers to their children
and the hearts of children to their t!gtiers, lest I
cane and smite the land with a curse.

36scobie, p. 122.
37Joach:i.m Jeremias, 11'H~c,,t.cs , " TheolO(Cical Dictionary ot the
New Testament, edited by Gerhard Kittel and translated f'rom the
German by Geoffrey W. Braniley (Grand :&pida: Wm. B. Eerdmana Publish•
1ng Canpany, 1964), II, 928.

38Ibid., p. 930.

,~,.,&(~

39RSv. The quote in tfe LXX is)falachi 3:22-2~ and reads: J<.(l ..
lr~ i-1r"o4Tl~~cu ilp'tv
7"c\v
1fplv
'fp.£p.ctl Kllplo1J 7"~'{~£tk'A"'/I{ K•d l-7It t/~""I, ~s i71oK"r~,771,£<
K.t.pal.iv 7fJ..Tp"os 7TP.o~ 11,~v l(.t.l. K.t.P'ftctv 'ilvJp~71oJI. 1'p~s -r~v
7fa.,,lov :C11ro-v, _.µ➔ t?.Jw l(c<.l. 11.crfi'fw r-t)v "(""Ill ~Pl'"¥/ ,1,

:cro~

'

.

.,H~'""

-,,,,,~'>l',f

It is possible that this passage .is an interpolation desia,ned to show
"that the messenger and precursor o-r Yahweh mentioned in 3:l 1s the
retuming Elijah.u 4o· The Malachi 4:5 paasa.ge sees 1n Elijah an

.

eschatological figure.

.

"He prepares the divine way tor the heavenly

King (3:l) by purifying the priesthood (3:2-4) and establishing peace
114
(4:6). l It is to be noted that at least three ·separate functions

.

.

are attributed to' Elijah in these references.
· as the preparer of' the way for~-

the purification of the Levites.

Malachi 3:l sees Elijah

Malachi 3:2-4 attributes to him

l'.alachi 4:5-6 sees Elijah as an

eschatological figure 1fbo will restore peace in Israel.

In the apocryphal literature of the intertestamental period Elijah
'

receives sane attention in the Wisdom of' Sirach (Ecclesiasticus),
.

especially ·1 n Sirach 48:lO.
You who
to calm
to turn
restore

are
the
the
the

The passage reads,

ready at the appointed time, it is written
wrath of' God before it breaks out in f'ury,
heart of' the father to the son, and to
tribes of' Jacob. 42

The passage apparently depe~s on Malachi 4:5-6. 43 . A significant
addition to the expectations of' EliJah is made 1n this verse.

Elijah

46
is expected to "restore the tribes of' Jacob." In the Septuagint

49:6 this f'uncticn of' restoring .the tribes of Jacob
is attributed to the Ebed Yahweh 44 !Jhua Sirach too
seems to have
version of' Isaiah

-----=-•

.

, ,

expected Elijah himself' as the Messiah. 45 Oesterley has questioned

~ much emphasis may be placed .on the Sirach passage, however. 46

In rabbinic Judiasm El.ijah occupied an especially important
place•

The

expectations surrounding Elijah as the escbato1ogical.

prophet were threefold, corresponding to the three explanations given
to his obscure Or1g1n.47 Some held that Elijah vu a Gaclite and
therefore not only God's forerunner but the redeemer of' Israel. as
well.

48

A sec011d line

ot tbovght :regarded Elijah as a Benjamite and the

.
' 'JI ,
,
,
~ LXX ~ads, "J(-.( £( 7t£V _p.o<, Mt=y.( t.ot.
'"r,vis ro-v 1<i"¥J,J./j~,t( ,e r4d""-;t-o11 ro=ii ,r~t-tJl, -r~s ~vJ. :is
:,1

44

Jeremias, p. 931.

l•Kklp ••••

45
Ib1d •.

lf.6w.

o. E. Oesterley, "Sirach., •~ The Al>OCl'Y'Dha and Pseudepigrapha
of the Old Testament, edited by R. H. Charles (Oxrod: At the Clarendon·
Presa, 1913)., I, 501. He sqs, "This is one of' th, f'ev passages
(Ecclesiasticus 48:10) in which Ben-Sira :refers to the Messianic Hope
(see al.so xliv. 21, lxv. 25, xlvii. 11, 22, xlviii. 24, 25, xlix. 12,
l. 24; 11. 12); but neither the nature of' the book nor the historical
circumstances of the time, by which Messianic conceptions were alway-a
c onditiQDed, were such as to lead one to expect much stress to be laid
on this subject. During the third century B.C. the Jews lived in
quietude and prosperity, and the hopes cance:ming the Messianic .Age
seem to have dropped into the background; n~ that the Jews ever rea+l1'
abandoned (until quite modern times) their Messianic expectations;
these onl,1' ceased, f'or the time being, to 1JlB¥ an important part. u
47Jeremias, p .. 930.
48mtnnan L. strack and Paul Billerbeck, K~tar zum Neuen Testa-

ment aus Talmud und Midrasch (Milnchen: c. H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhand-"lung, 1956), IV, 2 1 782-781.. There ia a long and valuable excursis on
pages

783-784.

forerunner of the Messiah. 49 Jeremias comments,

.I

Far more Widespread, however, was a second v.l.ew which
saw. in Elijah the forerunner ot the Messiah rather
than of God. This is prepared in the pseudepiarapha
inasmuch as Elijah here comes with Enoch before the
ez,:ousia of the Messiah (Eth. En. 90:31; ct. 89:52;
4 Esr. 6:26). That Elijah alone was al.so expected as
the forerunner of the }lessiah is attested in Just.
Dial., 8, 4; 49, l ••• several Rabb. passages and
the ancient blessing of the w:l.ne at the Nev Year feast
as preserved in Sopb., 19, 9: "Elijah the prophet come
to us soon; may the King Messiah snrout forth in our
days." We know tram th~ ?fl' how Widespread this v.l.ev was
in popular eschatology.;,O
Some controversy has arisen as to whether Elijah was re~ regarded

as the forerunner of the Messiah or not. George F. Moore, 5l Sigmund
52
Mawinckel, and Joseph i0.ausner53 B{Jree in seeing Elijah as the
expected forerunner of' the Messiah. J. A. T. Robinson has recent3.1'

-

challenged the assumption that Elijah must have been thought of as the
.

49Ibid., PP• 784-789.
50
Jeremias, P• 931.
51Judaism in the First·centuries of the Christian Era, the AP.e of
the Tann,.dm (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, l9b2), II, 357. ?I.Dore
says, "It was the universal belief that shortly before the appearance of
the Messiah EliJah should return."
52He That Cometh, translated ::fran the German by' G. w. Anderson
( ?lev Yorit:"Abingdon Press, n. d. ) , p. 299. He says, "The thought of
Elijah as the forerunner of' the Messiah seems to have been widespread
in Judaism. 11
53rhe :tl.ess1an1c Idea in Israel: From Its Beginnin~ to the
Co:nnletion of' the Mishnah, translated f'ram the Hebrew by W. F. Stinesspring (Nev York: The Macmillan Company-, 1955), pp. 454-456. IO..ausner
qualifies his statements when he SQ¥S on p. 456, "The Te.nnaitic
literature has little to say with respect. to the activity of' Elijah
in his role as the Messiah's forenmner."
·

.\

48
f'orerunner ot the Messiah.54- Robinson does not believe that El.i,1ab
was thought of as the forerunner of the Messiah because Mfllachi lt.:5
and

-

Eccleaiaaticua 4-8:lO view Elijah as the forerunner of God rather

than of the Meaaiah. 55 In Justin Martyr's Dialogue With Trypho

8:4 and 49:l Elijah is regarded
Yaessiab.

as the precursor and anointer o't the

Robinson questions hov much weight

may

be placed on the

passages because "it is always perilous to reconstruct the creed of
an opponent from a work

o't

apologetic. 1156 He also takes Ou)Jmann to

task tor maintaining the position that Elijah vaa regarded

~ as

the

-

:forerunner ot God and the forerunner of the Messiah without sufficient
evidence.57 Robinson states his own position in these vords: ·
the contrary, all. recent evidence points to the
tact that there was no such graduated messianic programme. It would probably be nearer the ·truth to
see a considerable nlDllber of' figures, in various
strands of popular expectation~ all ot whgm carried
"messianic" or e~hatological overtones. 5

On

A third line of rabbinic thought regarded Elijah as descended from

the tribe of Levi. Thia line ot descent was established by- combining

54"Elijah, John and Jesus: An Essq in Detection," Twelve Nev
Testament Studies (Naperville, Illinois: Alec R. Allenson, Inc., 1962),
p. 37.
55Ibid., p. 36. Regarding the Ecclesiasticus passage, Robinson
quotes G.F. Moore's statement with approval: "Sirach does not connect
the retum of Elijah with the appearance of the Messiah, of whom,
indeed, there·ia no mention in the book." Moore, p. 358, n. 2.
56Ibid.
57Ibid., p. !7, n. 21.
,

58ibid., P• !'(.

Robinson is referring to Cullmann, P• 23.

the Septµagint version ot Malachi 2:4 with the "angel of tl-.e covenant"
mentioned in Malachi 3:l and 3:23.59 Under the influence of the
priestly' Maccabean line, tbe rabbis interpreted Elijah as the high
priest of the messianic age and a colleague of the Messiah rather than
his forerunner.

6o

In support of this understanding ot Elijah the

rabbis appealed to Bumbers 25:11-13. · Because Phineas had cleansed
Israel trom impurity by association With two Midianites, he received
the promise of a perpetual priesthood.

Phineas became associated with

the high priestly' office in the Messianic Age because of the perpetual
promise.

Later, the figures of Phineas and Elijah were joined.6J.. The

identification of the two was a simple matter when priestly' descent
was attributed to Elijah.6?

We have

.iread¥

seen that the expectation

of an eschatological. high priest was f i ~ estab~ishe~ in the two

·

centuries preceding the New Testament Age.

63

The main task of' Elijah is that of the escbatological. restoration
of Israel.

Both Malachi 3:23 in the Septuagint and Sirach 48:10 use

769. ~

2:_!t reads,
,11<.(? l-,,, yv'41t£'1"'f. 01.Jrc. i1~ lf.c.1te,r.c.~K.c. "dp'),s ~.cs r-,}"
59strack. and Billerbeck, p.

£\fToi~" -r.1.il,T1¥1ll Tfll

l\£V,TtJ.S1

~eys,

LXX of Malecbi

£< \f.CC. -r'-1JII df-'"'"'JJ(.">l,t p.1111
,<-ilpt.oS 11J.'/ToKpi<TWf.

71p"bs- '1"oll.s

6olbid •.
6llbid. ,. P• 79().

62Jeremias pp. 932-933. Jeremias points out that this identification of Phine~s and Elijah belongs to the post-Christian era. . The
Tarcym of Jerusch on Numbers 25:12 contains the identification of the
two in specific terms.

'

63supra, pp. 35-41.

50
the verb "to restore. 1164 In the Old Testament the verb
"be

.

comes a technical term tor the restoration of Israel to its
65
own land by- Yabweh."
Jeremiah 16:15; 23:8; 2lf.:6; and Hosea

11;11

are examples of such a use of i110K.;3/4 n,p,( • Oepke points out
that such a restoration
was increasingly understood in a Messianic and escha-

tologicaJ. sense. On the other hand, under prophetic
influence it was more :f\1l.ly perceived that inner
restitution is the condition and crown of the outer. 66
Under the influence of Malachi 3:24- in the Septuagint Elijah vas

.

regarded as the eschatologicaJ. prophet who would usher in such a
restoration.67

..

Elijah's task of restoration found at least six major interpretations among 't;he rabbis.

He was expected to restore the purity of Jewish

tamilies by securing the mrriage bond and ridding Israel of illegiti-

.. 68

mate families at the beginning of'• the Messianic era.

A second

interpretation of' Elijah I s task expected him to restore the pur1ty of'
teaching 1n Israel.

64

Malachi

uses

3:23

Disputed points of' teaching and other religious

LXX has "l/110Ktl.nl.t.r,f1,e,."

"Kfl..Tt1..,-r.;;,,,."

~

Wisdom of' Sirach

65Albrecht Oepke, ":,.1To1<d./3-/1,T?Jp,, 'll.11o1<.t.rJ1,-r-.1t,s,"
1
~eological Dictionary of the New Testament, edited by Gerhard Kittel

·and translated from the German by Geoffrey w. Bromley (Grand Rapids:
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1964-), I, 388.

66Ib1d. ·
67Ibid.

68strack and Billerbeck,

'

'IV,

792-794. ·

5l

questions were to be solved b;y Elijah. 69 'rhat this is an e r.chatologicaJ.
function of the retuming Elijah may be seen fran tHI, rec i
,.
.
.
·urr na purase,
"it must be lef't until Elijah ccmes. 1170 Thirdl.¥, Elijah was expected
· to restore peace in Israel. 'Tl The clearest reference to this f'unction
of Elijah is found in Eduyoth 8:7:
R. Joshua said:

I have received as a tradition trom
Rabban Johanan b. Zakka:i., who heard'fran his teacher,
and his teacher from his teacher, as a Halakah given
to Moses from Sinai; that Elijah will not come to
.
declare unclean or clean, to remove afar or bring nigh,
but to remove afar those (families) that were b ~ t
nigh by violence and to bring nigh those (families)
that were removed afar by violence. -The family of
Beth Zerepha was in the land beyond Jordan and Ben Zion
removed it afar by force. The like of' these Elijah will
come to declare unclean or clean, to remove afar or bring
nigh. R. Judah says: To bring nigh but not to remove
afar. R. Simeon says: To bring agreement where there
is matter for dispute. And the Sages say: Neither to
remove afar nor to bring nigh but to make peace in the
world, as it is written, Behold I Will send you El1,1ah
the prophet ••• and he shall turn the heart of the
fathers to the children and the heart of the children
to the fathersJ2

One notices here not onl,y the ditf'erences 1n rabbinic interpretation
but also the

key-

role that Malachi 4:5-6 played in the expectation of'

what the returning Elijah would do.

69~ - , PP•

It was apparently- expected that

794-796.

70Herbert Danby, The Mishnah (London: Oxford University Press,
1950). The phrase occurs repeate~ 1n the following references:
Shekalim 2:5 (p. 154); Sotah 9:15 (pp. 306-307); Be.be Metzia l:8
(p. 348); 2:8 (pp. 349-350); 3:4 (p. 351); and 3:5 (p. 351).

71strack and Billerbeck, 'IV, PP• .796-797 _72:oanby, pp. 436-437.

52
Elijah's restoration ot peace would attect both indiViduals and
73
·
nations.
A fourth view saw Elijah as the restorer ot repentance to
74
Israel,
although this is probably a rather late developmcnt.75 A
fifth view regarded Elijah's task as the restoration ot the three
pieces ot property which characterized the first temple--the vessel

ot manna, tlie vessel ot water tor purification, and the vessel ot oil
. 6
tor anointing. 7' · According to the Testament of Levi, chapter 2, and

Justin Martyr's Dialogue w.ith Trynho t11e Jew_8:4 Elijah will identify
and anoint the Messiah.

It

may be

that Elijah 1-s expected restoration

of t}le temple properties is reflected in- these two r~terences. 77
Finally-, Elijah was expected to gather the di-spersed of Israel. 78 The

Te.rgum of Jerusalem I on Deuteron~ 30:4 is important in this regard
because Elijah as the high priest of the last times is connected with
the messianic k1ng.79

73wemer Foerster, "Elp.,/v~ , " Theological Dictionary ot the New
Testament, edited by Gerhard Kittel. and translated from the Germa.."l by
Geotf'rey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1964), II, 409■
7 4strack .a nd Billerbeck, p. 797. He cite·s Pirke de-Rabbi niezer
as evidence, a source which again_quotes Malachi 4:5-6 as the scriptural
basis for what is expected.
75Moore, P• 359. Moore · says, 11lfone of the earlier s~es makes
it Elijah's special mission to bring Israel to repentance.
76strack•and Billerbeck, ·p.

797.

77Jeremiaa, P• 934.
78strack and Billerbeck, IV, PP• 797-798.
...

-

79Ibid., P• 797 •
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John and Elijah in Luke l:14-17
Luke 1:17 is the only verse in Luke's entire Gospel which mentions
John the Baptist and Elijah in connection With each other.Bo It is
extremely important, therefore, that the relationship 'between the two
men be determined as precisely as possible.
before

""":,
Him

,,

John is pictured as going

'~,
,.,,
ovv~et ""'•'II."

£V 1T\J£11J,(tl.Tt. l(.t.L

Some scholars

simply' assume that John is identified as the returning Elijah in Luke
1:17;

8J.

others interpret the passage as an identification of John as

the returning Elijah. 82 Other scholars have noted a more aubtl.e meaning
in the phrase "in the spirit and power of Elijah."

Scobie equates John

with the returning Elijah, but his footnote suggests he is sensitive to

Bor,uke 7:~ quotes Malachi 3:i to describe John but does not mention Elijah. Luke 9:7•9 describes John's possible resurrection from
the dead in the person of' Jesus and the appearance of' Elijah as alternate
possibilities. Luke 9:18-20 likewise describes Jesus' identif'icaticm
with John the Baptist or Elijah as alternate rather than identical
possibilities.

81s0 George B. CaiM, "The Gos:pel of St. Luke," The Pelikan Gosnel
Commentaries, ,edited by- D. E. Nineham (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 19b3f,
p. 50. Caird says.~ "One of' the latest prophecies_ to be added to the
canon of' scripture promised that the Lord whom you seek vill suddenly
come to his tem'Dle and that before his coming Elijah would return to
inausurate a great repentance (Mal. 3:1, 4:5-6). It vas appropriate,
then, that the temple worship should provide the setting for the opening
of' the gospel story, as it does for its close." The emphasis is Caird'a.

82Robinson, p. 46. He s9¥s, "Luke omits both the passages in
which Jesus proposes his tentative identif'ication of' John with Elijah.
For him the person of' the Baptist is no longer a JDY'Stery: he is
Elijah frail birth. (1.16 t.). 11 In a footnote on the same page he S9¥S,
"The phrase 'in the spirit and power ot Elijah' cannot, in view of the
tunctions predicated of' him, be interpreted as a denial that John.!!,
Elijah. For similar expressions, meaning Elijah rediv1ws, ct. Justin,
~ - 49.3-7. 11 The emphasis is Robinson_•s.

.

54
the subtle lanauage in which John's relationship to El1.1ah 18 described.83
Lampe disp~s sensitiVity u, the prob1em in verse 17 when he says,

All the Synoptic writers, as opposed to the Fourth
Evangelist, unite to portray him as Elijah rediviws.
In some respects, however, John's character as Elijah
is not brought out so clearly by St. Luke .as by St.
Mark. Thus, the Marean description of John's personal
appearance With its resemblance to Elijah's is amitted
in this Gospel, as is also the ·discussion ot Elijah• a
coming in the person of John. On the other hand, the
of:f'ice of the l3aptist is to precede the Lord in the
Spirit and power of Eli-jah, to turn the hearts of the
· fathers to the children. This is set out moat plainly .
· 1n the angelic annunciation to Zacharias, whose language
recalls ben Sirach' a description of the future work of
Elijah an34aJ.so, but less clearly, the prophecy of
Mal. 4:5.

.

Grundmann suggests that .John i s ~ identi:f'ied With the returning
Elijah 1n Luke 1:17.

He aqs,

Die erste Doppelzeile des mm folgenden Verses
stellt die Beziehung zu Elias her, und. war in der
tllr Lukas cbarakteristischen Form, daas Mal. 3,l.23t.
nicht aut den Wiederkehrenden Elia interpretiert
Wird. Lukas meidet in seinem Evangelium al.le
Aussasen, die Johannes al.a den viederkehrenden
Elia bezeichnen (vg1. Mark 9, ll-13; Matth. ll,14,
die bei Luk. fehlen). Johannes gleicht in seinem
Auftreten dem Elia, der bei se1nem Wiederkammen nach
verschiedenen Aussagen ji.ldiocher afologie auch al.a
messianischer Hoherpriester gilt.

83scobie, p. 126, n. 2. Scobie says, ''The concept of the returning
Elijah seems to be aanewhat 'spiritualized' in the phrase 1 he will go
before him by- the spirit and power of Elijah' (Luke 1:17); contrast the
rather more literal. tone of Matt. 11:14." The emphasis is Scobie's.

840. W. •H. Lampe, "The

Ho~ Spirit in the Writinss of St. Luke, 11

Studies in the Gospels, edited bf D. E. Nineham (Oxford: l3as11 Blackwell,

1955), P• 166.
85wa1ter Grundmann, Das Evan,.itclium no.ch Lukas in Theolo~ischer
• Handkommentar zum Neuen Testament (Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstal.t,
n.d.), III, 51. !!!he emphasis is ·mine.

. .
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In Matthew and Mark there is a close connection between John's
personal identification and his office or f'unction. Since Luke omits
the Marean description of 1ohn's _personal. appearance (?I.ark 1:6) which
would SU888St his identification as Elijah as well as the passages

where John and Elijah are equated (Matt~ 11:14; Matthew 17:12)., it
would seem that Luke does not intend John to be equated With Elijah.
The context of the passage suggests ather accents.
'l,,._ _

We have noted auuvc:

86

.

that Luke heavily accents the Levitic

origins of John's parents as well as. their piety.

The

importance of

the announcement of John's birth in the temple has also been treated. 87
The context of Luke 1:14-lT, then., supports Grundmann'a suggestion
that L~ casts John in the role ot the Messianic high priest. The
description of eschatological joy at John's birth in Luke 1:14 supports
Grundmannrs position olso.-88 The tact that John "shall drink. no wine
nor strong drink" suggests his priestly :l"unction. Schlatter

•~a,

Ala f'ilr Gott geweiht wird Joha."Ules dadurch gekennzeichnet.,
dass er sich V01n Wein und berauschenden Trank enthil.t.
Ihm gilt die Regel., uriter der die Priester stehen., solange
sie ihren Dienst 1m Heiligtum tun. Vielleicht 1st daran
gedacht., dass Johannes durch ~eine Geburt zum priesterlichen
Dienst berechtigt war.89

86sunra., pp. 6-10.

87sunra., pp. 22-25.
88.rbe es~hatological nature ot the language in Luke 1:14 has been ·
treated above. Supra., p. 20.

89Adolt Schlatter., Das Evangelium des Lukas aus seinen. Quellen
erklilrt (zweite Autlage; Stuttgart: Calwer Verlag., 1960)., P• 154.

,. .
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The rabbis attributed Levi.tic descent to Elijah on the basis ot
a ccmbi~tion of Malachi 2:4, 3:1 and 3:23.90 It is highly significant,
therefore, that Luke seems to avoid quoting the Malachi 3:23 passage
which contains the characteristic verb used to describe Elijah, s f'unction
~
" Et
of restoring Israel, 'iJ.7TO
KtL TJ. '-T7/il
•

,.

T'ne verb trom Sirach 48:10,

, 1/.

£7fl '- -rpe, :,,.C.(

,

does appear in Luke 1:16, ho:.rever.

T'ne rest of the

quote in Luke 1:17 reproduces neither the Sept'UB6int version ot Mal.a.chi ·

3:23 nor that of' Sirach 48:10. The appearance of' the verb of Sirach
48:10 at Luke· 1:16 suggests some· connection between the passages.
Grundmann'• suggestion is most attractive as an explanation of' Luke l.:lT.
He 88¥8,

Die Bestimmung der Auf'gabe des Johannes, "Herzen der
Viter zu den Kindern zu bekehren" steht in Parallele
zu "Uagehorsame durch die Gesinnung Gerechter." Es
entsprechen 1'Vllter-Unseh9rsame, Kinder-Gerechte."
Deshalb scheidet aus, bei den Vl!tern an die Erzviter
1m Himmel zu denken, die ihr Herz den missratenen Kindern
· zuwenden. Auch als, eine Abldlrzung wn Mal. 3,24 1st die
Aussage nicht zu verstehen: die zerlitteten Familien
'Wieder zusammenf'ilhren. Die Aussage steht vielmehr Sir.
48.lOc (hebr. Text) nam, wo 1m Unterschied zum griechischen
Text im Zusommenhang mit den Viltern und S8hnen sich der
Gedanke des "Zur-Einsicht-Filhrens" findet. Die Fassung des
Lukas d-lirf'te von den voraussetzungen der chasidischen
Bewegung her zu verstehen sein; die Ohasidim, aus denen
die Leute von Qumran ebenso wie die Pharisller hervorgehen,
sind ihrem Urspnmg nach eine Jugendbewegung, vihrend die
Vitergeneration die Abef'allenen, die Blinden gegenUber den
Sehenden sind (vsl. Jb. 23,26: Und 1D jenen Tagen werden
die Kinder anfangen, die Gesetze zu suchen •. •• und auf'
den Weg der Gerechtigk.eit umkehren; aeth. Hen. 90, 6.T:
gegenilber den IJ!mmern, denen die Augen auf'gegangen sind
und die die verblendeten Schafe warnen, bleiben diese
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IIJt,

'

uber die Maasen taub und ihre Auaen waren sehr
verblendet"). • • • Johannes wird
der Vollender
der chasidischen Bewegung gesehen., der Bote des zu
seinem Volke kommenden Gottes, und bereitet ihm
durch sein Wirken des eschatol()61sche Gottesvolk.91

als

:J

"

\

The tJ.11 To,! in verse 17 refers back to To'I Js1,v in verse 16 and
pictures John as the forerunner of' God Himsel.t. 92

In view of' the evidence presented above, Luke seems to describe
John as a messianic :f'igure and a colleague of' the Messiah rather than
his f'orerunner. 93 He tulf'ills the f'unctions of' the Elijah figure by'
preparing the way before God (Malachi 3.: 1), by' his Levitic descent
(Malachi

2:4), and

by' his bringing of' peace in Israei. 94

The echo

of Sirach 48:10 at Luke 1:16 could suggest to his readers that John
1a the Messia}l.95 Luke 3:15-17 mq be intended as the counterbalance
to such a suggestion of' John's messiahship. Luke JDS¥ f'urther wish to
avoid identifying John with EliJah because Jesus Himself' resembles
Elijah at many points in the Gospel. 96 If Robinson is correct, there

91

Grundmann, PP• 51-52.

92Ibid • ., p. 51. Alfred Plummer interprets .C~To,i as referring
back to
A£~" 1n verse 16 also. A Critical and Exegetical Ccr.rar.en-

T~v

tary on the Gospel According to St. Luke, in The International Critical
Co.'IID'ientary (New York: Cr..arles Scribner's Sons, 1925), P• 15.

93sunra., p. ·49.

94su;era, p • 42.

.

95sunra, p. 45.

96r.o.mpe,
'

.

PP•

176-1;r.
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ot Jesus• similarity to Eli.1ah in Acts : 21 .97
3

may also be an echo

That John is pictured as the foreru.nner of God rather than of

the Messi$ in.Luke 1:17 does not mean that John is not the forerunner
of the Messiah.

where. A. R.

c.

Luke pictures John as the Messiah• 8 forerunner else-

Leaney sqs,

At 1. 24 Elizabeth hides herself on leaming of her
pregnancy.
The verb is emphatic, perha!)s meaning
1
concealed herself entirely. 1 The reason tor this
cl.ose concealment is probabl.y ·to be· found in Lu.lte • s
desire to present John as imnortant less in hirr'8elf
than as the forenmner of Jesus, and to sha,.1 this as
part ot the divine pl.an. He therefore connects
Elizabeth I s retirement closely with the Anmmciation
to Mary: Elizabeth hides herself 'five months' (i.
24) and I in the sixth month 1 ( 1. 26) Gabriel is sent
to Mary. 'When Mary vi.sits Elizabeth, John even in the
womb aclmowledges the mother of his Lord (1. 44); and
after his birth he is conceo.J.ed f'rom the public (i. 80)
until the time is ripe tor him to announce the nearness
of the Y..essiah. When he begins his ministry Luke, along
with the other evangelists, quotes of him Is, xl. 3, and
unlike the other evangel.ista, !)rolongs the quotation to
add Is. xl.. 4-5; the passaae from Isaiah ends With the
words, 'And all flesh shall see the salvation of God. i
(Luke 111 •.6). By this sentence Luke makes Jolm prophesy
the imminent appearance of the Messiah; for the phrase
'the sal.vation of God' is apparently equivalent to 'the
Messiah. •96
There is strong evidence that 1n Luke 1:1i..-17 John is presented as
the eschatol.ogical. prophet as well as the eschatological high priest.

Bauer-Amdt-Ginrich suggest that
in _Luke 1:17 means

11

II

~

,

t'I 1/YEVJ,CJ.Tl

\

~

L

J<J.l o-al Vll.p,6l

,L.11'0
n

< 11 "

equ1pced ldth ·the spirit and power ot Elijah. 1199

97Robinson, p. 47.
9SA Commenta~ on the Gospel Accordin to St. Luke (London: Adam
195 , p. 2. The emphasis is mine.

& Charles mack,
"t

99waiter Bauer, A Greek-En~lish Lexicon of the New Testa~cnt end
Other Early Christian Literature, translated from the German and adapted
by William F. Amdt and F. Wilbur Gingrich (Chicago: The University ot
Chicago Press, 1957), p. 258. The emphasis is mine.
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Lampe says,

St. Luke, moreover, emphasizes the prophetic character
of' ~ohn most stron{;ly • • •. • If the appearance of the
angel to Zacharias, a~d the announcement that John is
to resemble the Nazarites in his abstention from wine
and strong drink, recall the birth-stoey of' Samson
the circum.~tances of' his birth a~dto some extent ~so
his Na.zarite characteristics suege&t a resemblance to
Samuel, whom St. Luke regards, no doubt because he stands
at the head of' the prophetic line as a pre-eminent prophet, s~p~rior, like Elijah and Elisha, to the generality
of' inspired men in the ancient prophetic succession. Like
Samuel, he is the agep.t by whQm, though in a ver;y diff'erent
Jr.anner, the Da:vidic and Messianic king is anointed; thus
his action recal.ls the account of' Samuel- that is given
in Ecclus. 46:13. As one who is pos.~essed by the Soirit
f'rom the womb he resembles Jeremieh and the manner· 1n
which his prophetic ministry opens ( 1the word of' God came
to John 1 ) directly' recalls the beginning of' Jeremiah's
prophesying ( 'the vord of' God which came to Jeremiah')
• • • • In every respect the forerunner of' the Christ is
an outstandill.G prophet, renecting the characteristics
of' the greatest inspired figures of' the Old Testament.
In this setting of the renewed activity in Israel. of the
long domant enersY" of' the Spirit, St. Luke places the
birth and infancy of' Jesus. It is a most appropriate
ci~umst~ce tor the Messiah's birth, f'or in St. Luke's
view the Spirit is the instroment or !)(JWr thro~h which
God's entire plan of' salvation is carried out. 100
The two ottices of' prophet and eschatological high priest seem
tp be woven to5ether in Luke 1:14-17. Both the description of' bis personal. origin and of' his function present John as an extraordinary figUre.
He

will

be "great before the Lord11 (Luke 1:15) and "will be filled

with the Holy Spirit from his mother's womb 11 (~uke i:15).

These descrip-

tions s-uggest his prophetic role. Many of the sons of' Israel will turn

.

to the ·.tord their God as a result of his work (Luke 1:16).

His equipment

is. the "spirit and power of Elijah" (Luke 1:17). Verses 16 and 17 suggest

lOOr,ampe, PP• 166-167.

I

i

~

I

!

I'

6o
his role as the eschatolog1c9:1 hi3h priest.

Grundma.nn provides an

excellent summary ot John's combined role vhon he GtJ¥s,
Er 1st ein Berauschter, aber nicht von Wein und
Rauschtrank, sondem von Gottes Geist. l-1Hhrend der
Prophet Gottes Geist aut Zeit zur Ert6l.lun~ seines
je-.r1e-ilic;en Auttrases em!)flln,:rt, erhlht ihn Joha.nnes
nl.s ihn bestimmende Macht i'Ur seine ganze Lebenszeit
schon ehe er zum: Bewsstsein erwa.cht. Darin bestent'
seine Gr8sse. Er ist also "mehr als ein Prophet",
der Gr8s:;te_ unter allen von einer Mutter Geborenen
(Luk. 7,26,28) • • • • Sein Auttreg besteht darin,
dass er viele der S8hne Israels Gott zuwenden vird.
Im vol.len Wortle.ut .d er heiligen Schrirten wird gesast:
der Herr, ihr Gott. Dieser Au:rtrag 1st nicht nur ein.
prophetischer, sondem ein hochpriestl.icher, denn der
Hohepriest vers8hnt das Vol.k mit Gott. • . • • Der
Geist gibt ihJn seine Worte, und die Kraft e!'.!!18alicht
ihm die Durchtilhrung seiner Beruf'sautgabe .101 ·
John l:21 indicates that John's priestly descent vaa no hindrance
to his being identified with Elijah by' his contemporaries.

Scobie

therefore sqs,
We should note th~t the eschatological prophet was sometimes recarded as being a priest as well as a prophet.
This would be a l.ogical cons·e quence ot the :fact that both
Moses and Elijah were priests. It is clear that the
contrast between prophet and priest has been overdre.vn in
modem times, and that in John's dq prophecy and priesthood, so f'ar f'rom being oppoosed, were expected to
linked in the person ot the eschatological prophet.

f02

As Luke presents the announcement of John's birth in Luke 1:14-17,

the two offices of eschatological hiGh priest and eschatol.ogical prophet
are expertly blended in the description. of the Baptist.

1 0larundmann, P• 51.
1 02acobie, p. 125■
\

.
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John and Jesus--Luke l:67-80
The Benedictus presents the interpreter with a nu:nber ot problems.
Primarily, the interpreter must decide vb.ether the Benedictus describes
John or Jesus or perhaps both ot them.

Bowen thouab.t that the entire

Benedictus described John. 103 Verse

of the Benedictus states that

God baa raised up a horn

69

ot salvation in the house ot David. To

explain this reference to David, Bowen attempted to show on the basis

ot 2 Samuel 8: 1.8 that DavU was regarded as the progenitor ot a priest~
line. 1o4 He alBo believed that the genealogy in Luke 3:23-28 which~
assigns to· Jesus was origina~ a genealogy ot John.l05

106

101·

More recently, A. R. C. Lea.nay

and J. A. T. Robinson

have

suggested that the entire Benedictus was written in honor of Jesus.

.

:,

,

Leaney l?elievea that such phrases as £7'£6 KE
,.;,

d

:J

""

av.cTo~?J Ef -u'{>o1JS , E1Tttj)t1.ViC. .
I

,
~

~

,PJ.. -ro,
~

t.V O<KW .ll.tilC
_,

EL'p'l'JV'?'/S

,

1n verse 76 show

"tbat the Benedictus is rea~ a hymn in velcane to the Messiah rather

than a torerunner."l08

.
103ciayton R. Bowen, "John the Baptist in the New Testament,"
Studies in the New Testament, edited by Robert J. Hutcheon (Chicago:

The University of Chicago Press, 1936), passim., PP• 61-66.
104
~ - , P• 65.
105
. •
~ - , PP• 66-67.

c. Leaney,

'"lb.e Birth Narratives in St. Luke

Matthew," New Testament Studies, VIII (l.962), 158-1.66.
107Robinson, pp. 51-52.

'

108

Leaney, p. 161.

'I

,

and particularly the expression "potP-,,T"JS 11,Pll. Tov

lo6A. R.

cf.

am St.
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Robinson believes that the Bene·d ictua was written in hQnor ot
Jesus ~ecauGe it ref'lects the same Chris:tology- and vocabulary as
Acts 3:22-26.•

109

He points out that by the time the Gospel of' Luke

was written John had al.ready been identified With "the one who goes
before the f'~e of' the Lord. nllO As a result of' this identification,
the Benedictus was understood as a description of' John and Jesus rather
than John alone.

Robinson bases his argument on the reference in Luke

l.:69 to the "house of' his servant David," suggesting that out of' its
present context the Benedict~& would naturally be connected With Jesus
l.ll

rather than John_.

The reference to the Davidic family in verse
l.ine of' interpretation regarding the Benedictus.

69 has

l.ed to a third

Plummerll2 and Rengstorr-13

suggest a break in the Benedictus between verse 75 and verse 76; verses

.

68-75 refer to Jesus and verses 76-79 ref'~r to John.

Scobie thinks that

Luke inserted the Davidic reference in verse 69 into his source with the

.o bject of "toning down the high estinate of John ...u

4

The traditional

interpretation whi-Ch regards the Bene~ctus as a description of both
Jesus and John indicates, says Scobie, that Luke's effort to reduce the

1 09Robinson, pp. 51-52.
ll.Oibid. ,.· P• 52.
l.l.l.Ibid.J P• 52.

_u2Plummer,

pp. 39-44.

11¾rl Heinrich Rengstorf, Das Evanr.eli\1m nnch Lukas, in Das
Neue Testarr.ent Deutsch (G8ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1962),III,

·33-36.
114scob1e, p. 55.

·"
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high estimate of' John has been highly succcssf'ul..
In the lieht ot the conn1ctill6 interpretntionc presented above

,

the present c·o ntext of' the Benedictus is importan:t
1 it i
•
n s nterpretation.

A n_umber ot scholars have noted that chapters 1 and 2 ot Luke,

8

Gospel present a ~mll.el aeries of' episodes about John and Jesus.
The episodes, these scholars say, have been interwoven to torm a
.
.
continuous narrative.115 ICraeling says,
Each series or episodes--the one dealing with John, the
other with Jesua--contains an act of annunciation, an
account or birth, circumcision and namegiving, an
encomium in praise ot the newly-born infant, and_~...concluding statement about the growth of the child.lit>
Morgenthaler has observed that chapter lot Luke has a chiastic structure
which is built around Zechariah and Mary. Within this broader chiastic
structure he discerns a second chiasma between the content ot the
~iticat ot Maiy (l:46-55) and the Benedictus (l:68-79).117 If'
Morgenthaler is correct, there may be a break in the thought between verses
68-75 and verses 76-79 of' the Benedictus. The Davidic r.ef'erence in verse

115For a parallel arrangement of' the materials in table form see
John Martin Creed, The Gosnel Accordin5 to St. Lu.'-<e (London: Macmillan &
Co., Ltd., 1965), p. 6. See also Carl H. Kraeling, John the ~ntist (Nev
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951), pp. 195-196, n. 15, and Rene
Laurentin, Structure et Theolo,,~e de Luc I-II (Paris: Librairie Lecottre,
1,957), pp. 32°=33.

116icrael1ng, p. 16.
11'T
•

Robert Morgenthaler, Die lukanische Geschic~tsschrcibun~ als
Zeumiia (Zilrich: Zwinsli-Verlag, 1949), I, 141-142. The first chiasma
fo'iiows ·this sequence: The announcement to Zachariah, the announcement
to Mary, Mary's hymn, Zachariah's l1YJ1111. The content of the two hymns
forms a second chiasma aa follows: )l'..ar:,'s personal reflections (1:46-49),
·Mary's general statement (1:50-55), Zachariah's general. statement (1:68'r5), Zachariah's person reflections (1:76-79).

..
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69 would then su«gest a description of u'Te"'us.
..
Verses 76-79 VOUl.d
apply to John.
Grundmann makes several significant sua,;estions concerning the
interpretation of the Benedictus.

B!

..- .

8~ 8 ,

Das Benedicktus des Zacharias enthHl.t den Lobpreis Gottes
zu.,:,dem sein }lund sich vieder 8ttnet (V. 64: s~~oywlf _'
· ~11 ~ o '1"1 Tos ) und gibt Antwort auf die Fracse nach der
Zukun:t't seines Kindes (V. 66a). In dieser doppelten Weise
1st der il\fsch selbstllndige Bymnus 1111.t dem Vorhergehenden
verlmilpf't.
.
Grundmann believes that originally' the Benedictus celebrated John I s
birth as the arrival of salvation.
Baptist groups as the Messiah.

Later, John was extolled by certain

Jesus I own praise of John (Luke 7:28)

seemed to support such a high estimate of John. Two passages in the
Clementine Recomiitions (I, 54, 60) and a passage in Ephrem Syrus ahow
that John was held by the groups that produced this literature to be
the Messiah rather than Jesus.· In addition; the Ma."J.daean literature
regarded John as the initiator and tulf:l.ller ot salvation.

Without

altering the Baptist tradition, Luke blocks the lines of thought that
see John as the Messiah by designating Jesus as the Messiah_from David's
seed and as the Lord whom John precedes.

The birth narrative of Jesus

which foll0WS the Benedictus underscores the unity between C"nrist Jesus
119
and His forerunner John.

118<Jrun~, p.

69. ·

119
Ibid., p. 70. Robinson questions the historical \'alue ot the
ClementineT{ecognitions. He suggests that they are second century documents. He also questions whether there was ever a Bo.ptist grou!) who were
·rivals ot Jesus. According to Robinson., the Mando.ean literature ha.s no
references to John the Baptist in its earliest strata either. ~ - ,
p.

so.

On the basia of' the evidence he cites , GrunA-A-lucles,
"""c.a.un cone
Das alte Lied spricht von zvei nessianischen
Gestalten., dem messianischen K8nig., dem die national.politische Bef'l"eiung zutllllt., die das priesterliche
Leben des ganzen Volk.es vor Gott erm8alicht., und von
dem messianischen Propheten und Hohennriester der
dieses neue Leben ~es Volk.es vor Gott"' Wirkt. .,Wllh:rend
der messianische Konig noch ilamenl.os 1st, trllu~ der
messianische Prophet und Hohepriester den N81"..en
Johannes und 1st in dem neugeborenen Kind da. In
seiner Auf'bauordnung bekommt durch Lukas der messianische K8nig ebenfalls seinen Namen: Jesus • • • •
Das Problem der Kom!)Osition der Kindheitsseschichten
durch Lukas mit ihrer Zuordnung von Johannes und
.Jesus 18st sich aus der Erkenntnis der verschiedenen
messianischen Erwartungsgestalten.120
Grundma.nn's BUgGestions about the interpretation of the Benedictus
seem to find support in the Testaments of the T\..-elve Patriarchs.

Both

the last date of' their composition and the evidence they give of
121
acquaintance with Luke's Gospel in particular
suagest caution in
using the Testaments as supporting evidence.

:V.&0st scholars today think

the Testaments were originally composed in the first cent'Ul'Y' B. C.
but that their present form contains many Christian interpolations.122
If Kuhn is correct., the Testaments do indicate the expectation of'

~

Y..essiahs., a high priest trcm the tribe of Levi and a royal Messiah from

l20Grundmann, P• 73.
121Plummer., Introduction, pp. lxxviii-lxxix. Plummer -provides a
table of references from the Testa.r:i.ents and from Luke's Gospel which
suggest verbal similarities between the two works. Plummer believes
the Testaments were written between 70 and 135 A. D.
l22Jean Danielou, ~he Theology of Jewish Christianity-, translated
from the French and edited by John A. Baker (London: Dal'.ton., Longman
&

'

Todd,

1964), P• 14.
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the tribe ot Judoh. 123 What is important is that allot the messianic
passages in the Testaments rank the Messiah ot Levi above the roya1
124
Messiah ot Judah.
Hot cmq vere two Measiaha envisioned by the
group or person who produced• the Testaments, but the Messiah ot Levi
was given definite precedence owr the royal Messiah.

It the Testaments

have been interpolated by Christian bands, the Testaments 118¥ indicate

that a Jewish Christian sav 1n Jobn and Jesus the Levitic Messiah and
the royal Messiah ot Davicl.
The Qumran literature. seems to prov1.c1e evidence that Grundmann's
suggested interpretation ot the Benedictus is possible. The Qumran
~omm,m:Jty- seems to have expected three escbatological. figures--the
125
prophet and the two messiahs ot Aaron and Israei.
The ~ literature al.so regards the priestly Messiah as superior to the Messiah of

126

Israel.

In Luke, John seems to be described as both a prophet and al.so a
priest.

Jesus is described as a king (Luke 1:33). 'Fat John as prophet

and priest and Jeaua aa king could be brought together in the Benedictus

123.Kar1 Georg Kuhn, PP•

5:7,

57-58•

124Ibid., P• 58. See especial.ly Test. Judah 21:2-5, Test. Iss.
Test. Judah 25:1-2, Test. lapht. 5:3-5•
.

125Kulm, SUJ)ra, PP• 34-38. See al.so F. F. Bruce, Second Thoughts
on the Dead Sea Scrolls (Grand Ranids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 196l.), PP• 86-90, and William H. Brownlee, "Messianic Motifs of
Qumran and the Bev Testament, u Nev Testament Studies, Ill (1956-1957),
PP• 195-210.

.

.

1 26icwm, pp. 54-64, passim•

'
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seems quite possible. John l:21 indicates tho... the
•~
popular eschatological
expectations included a nwnber ot figures. W'natever tr.e original form

I

I

.;

.

and intention ot the Benedictus was, in its ;Lucan context it appear.a to
d4:scribe Jesus 1n verses 68-75 and John in verses 76-79.
What, then, is the relationship between John and Jesus 1n Lulr.e l?
Dibelius was perhaps the first scholar to comment on the tact that Luke ·
l does not emphasize ~ohn 1 s subordination (Unterle~enheit) to Jesus.127
Other scholars, such as Scobie128 end Benoit1 29 believe that Luke
regarded Jolm as inferior to Jesus-.
.

.-.I. ,

Oliver sees a contrast between the

description ot John as -rrpo"f't'/-r""ls
c,

C

~

as "II Io$ 11 ff, l. I, To 1J (Luke 1: 31).

C

,

1/"tJll.f. To11

(

)

Luke 1:77 and ot Jesus

He thinks that this contrast brings

out the superiority- ~f Jesus.130 Oliver sees further indications of
John I s inferiority- to Jesus in the f'act that John is described as "great
before the Lord" 1n Luke 1:15 while Jesus is aim~ designated as "great"

127Martin Dibelius, "Jungf'rauensohn und lCrip:penkind: Untersuchungen ·
·
zur Geburtsgeschichte Jesu im Luk&s-Evangelium, 11 Botschaf't und Geschichte:
GesaJr.melte AufsMtze von MF.rtin Dibelius, edited by Giinther Bornkamm
(Tllbingen: J. c. B. Mohr (Paul Siebecg}, 1953), I, 8. Dibelius does
feel (p:9. 2-5) that Luke l and 2 taken together as a whole stress the
superiority- of Jes'\18.

128Scobie, p. 55.
12~erre Benoit, "L'Enfance De Jean-Baptiste Selon Luc I, 11 ~
Testament Studies, -I II (1956-1957)., 188. I am indebted to H. H. Oliver
for this SUJnJDarY' of Benoit's position. See "The Lucan Birth Stories and
the Purpose of Luke-Acts., 11 New Testament Studies, X (1963-1964)., 213.

130Ibid • ., P• 217.

-·
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without qualification (Luke 1:32).1 31. John's leaping in Elizabeth's
womb at the presence of Jesus (Luke 1:41) receives a similar interpretation by- Oliver.1 32
Many

scholars agree that Luke presents John as the forerunner of

1 3
Jesus. 3 For s~e scholars "forerunner" seems to be synonyr.ious with

"inferior." Vielhauer S9¥s, "D'er Prophet des H8chsten ( v. 76) 1st
natiirlich dem 'Sohn des HBchsten• (1. 32) untergeordnet, er 1st
Vorliufer des ~rios, dem seine Mutter Elise.beth gehuJ.ciigt bat (.1. 41,
111
44). 34 If Grundmann is correct, there may. not be a conscious effort
to stress John's inferiority in Luke l. Luke l may rather ref'lect an
apologetic purpose as Grundmann sue;gest~. The priestly-prophetic
.
135
Mes.s iah serves as Jesus' forerunner.
Luke may wll have regarded
Jesus• work as more important than John•s.1 36 As Minear &8¥8, however,
Alth<>Ul;h the prologue preserves a distinction be~een
the task of the two :figures, at no point does it make
an invidi.o us or apologetic ettort to downgrade or to
deny the eschatological significance of John • • • •
The work of boto: men is seen as essential to the

1 32:rbid., p. 217.
1 3%aurentin pp. 37-40, as cited in Oliver, p. 212. See e.:lso
Benoit, pp. 179-188. So also Philipp Vielhauer, "Das Benedictus des
Zacharias," Zeitschr:f.:rt :rllr Theologi.e und Kirche, XLIX (1952), 264.

1 34:rbid.•

-

135Grundmann, P• 73.
1 ~ u i Minear ''Luke• a Use of the Birth Stories," Studies in
Luke-Acts, edited b; Leander E. Keck and J. Louis ?1,art;yn (Ifa.shVille:
·Abingdon Press, 1966), p. 123.

•I
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f'ulf'illment of the promise, aG ground i"or the joy- oi"
redemption. Both are incl.uded within the same consolation of' Israei.137
It seems likely, therefore, that a distinction should be made between
_:

John's person and his work.

John is a prophet.

His birth is celebrated

in eschatological language.

He may be the Messianic high prieat.

f'ulf'ills his task in the prophetic nspi.rit and power of Elijah."
is apparently not Elijah, but he is the forerunner of Jesus.

He
He

He :tul-

f'ills the :functions of' Elijah b1 preparing the people for God and b1
bringing peace"

John's importance lies in hi~ work as part of the

fulfillment of' God's plan.

l37Ibid., pp. 1.22-123.
Minear means Luke l and 2.

The emphasis is mind.
lli!•, P• 119.

By "p~ogue"
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CHAPTER 'IV
JOHN., iraSUS AID ELIJAH

m LlJICE 3-24

Introduction

In a recent article in the

Festschrif't tor Paul Schubert Paul

Minear discusses the birth narratives ot Luke land 2 and their
implications for interpreting the rest ot Luke'a Goapel.1 Minear
holds that Hana Conzeblann ignores the birth narratives in hi.a

presenta1?ion of Lw::an theology. As a result, Conzelmann is able
"to establish his thesis that Luke visualized the story ot sal.vation
as emerging in three quite distinct atases. • • • n2 Minear further

shows that Conzelmann'a tailure to take the birth narratives into
account bas important implications tor his assessment of Luke I s theology

"Y..any words

1n general.

and concepts lose their eachatol.ogical

character.," especially the work of the Hol,y Spirit. 3 Certain temporal.
phrases such aa those 1n Luke 16:16, 4:21, and 22:36 become "much

more infl:uential than the whole ot chapters l and 2 • ..Iii

1 Paul

s.

Minear, "Luke's Use ot the Birth Stories,". Studies in
Luke-Acts, edited by Leander E. Keck and J. Louis Martyn (Nashville:
Abingdon Preas, 1966)., PP• lll•l30.

~- ..

2

.

.

P• 121.

P• 124.
.
4
3:rb1d • .,

'

-

Ibid., p.

.

125.

•
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Conzelmann's treatment o:r Luke 16:16 is eapec1all.y important.
John the 13aptist is the last representative o:r the old epoch; he does

not proclaim the Kingdom o:r God nor is he an "authentic eschatological.
f'1gure. 115

J obn "doe
. s not represent the arrival o:r the new age, but

serves to bring out the comparison between ~'be old age and the new one
which ~s come with Jesus. 116 Since John is not an escbatological.
figure, his ministry- rather than his person serves

for Jesus. Thus Jolm "is subordinate
wq- as is the whole epoch

the last of the prophets.

to

as a preparation

the work ot Jesus in the same

ot the Lav.nT John is

not the precursor but

8

In this chapter a s ~ of significant passages 1n Luke 3 to
24 will be ottered.

Conzelmann' s interpretation will be treated,

followed bf an evaluation of bis position ·in the light of the findings
of other scholars.

John•-The Man and RI.a Message ·(Luke 3:1-22}
Conz,.J:rnann believes that Luke has recast 3:.1 -22 to give it a

historical perspective.9 ~ account of John's imprisonment in 3:19-20

-

5Ibid., PP• l2l•l22.
6Bans conze-Jmann, The Theology of st. Luke, translated from the
German by- Geoffrey· Buswell (New York: Harper & Row, 1961}, P• 185, n. 2 •

.

-8:r'h1d., P• 25.
- -

Tibid., P•

'\

.

24.-

,

I

v'
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provides the key to Luke's composition of chapter 3.10 Luke

:l is
3
.a synchronism of world history. Concerning Luke 3:l Conzel.D.ann 88¥&,
There is no trace ot a "theology of history"as a c~
prehensive view of "WOrld histor,y as a whole. This
allotting of Jesus to a definite point in time is 1n
harmony with the fact tbat the • ~11 of Luke iv 18
tt • belongs to the past and is now described as a'
historical phenomenon. There is no other view of
history in 111, l than that implicit in the View of
redemptive history which prevails throughout Luke.ll
.According to Conzelmann, Luke emits Mark l:5 .and the re:rerence to Judea
in Luke

3:3 tor two reasons. Luke wishes to connect John with the Jordan

area to mark off John's ministr, from that of Jesus.12 Judea is consistently omitted 1D connectian with Jolm because "the Jordan is the
region ot the Baptist, the regl.on of the old era:, whereas the m:1niatr.,
ot Jesus lies elsewhere. 1113 ConzeJmam admits, however, that this

.

14

interpretation contradicts the prologue •

• " In 3:18 Jolm's message to the people is

10~ - , p. 26.
11

13

Ibid., p. 168.

12
Ibid., P• 19.
Ibid. 1 p. 20.

14Ibid .., p. 20, n. 3. He says, '"l!his is in pla:i.n contradiction
to the prologue, accorcling to which it is the very place to which John
belongs. 'We can only prove that the "deserta is the desert ot Judea
, it the prologue is original. Besides, right trcm his first appearance
there is no suggestion that Jolm has been in the desert previously.
In arq case, the desert in this context is not so much a geographical
as a symbolical element, tor it signifies the prophet. It is important
·tor us to see that instead ot the desert preaching, which has the
character of an eschatological sign, the emphasis is on the desert as
a place for ascetics."
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characterized with the verb 6'V?IYY£~f~ero • . Conzelmann explains
• l11ke

3:3 in connection With the works ot repentance demanded 1n 3:8

an4 says,
The connection b.etween _p_£rJ. vot ,<. and Baptism is no
longer thought ot as escbatological, but primarily as
psychological. It is not Baptism itself that brings
about conversion, but Be.ptism, which does indeed bring
forgiveness and the Spirit, can be granted on condition
of a previous change of conduct. This is the meaning
ot the expressfQD..,.u,ET~VOC-' £is :U,£t.,t11n Luke's
sense (111,3). ::>
~

Conz"l mann interprets B 1J ?/

r( £ '). lIf £ TO

1n

3: 1.8 as "to preach"

and adds,

In Luke, Jobn 1s thou{!bt of as quite unconnected with
the message of the Kingdan. The praeparatio is not
conceived by Luke 1n eschatological categories, as in
the other Synoptics, but is seen 1n the simple fact of
the preaching of repentance, which is valu~ tlleret'o11
not because it 1s a sign, but because of its content. 6
John is described by Luke 1n
40:3-5 ■

3:4-6 'fith a quotation of Isaiah

With the inclusion of Isaiah 40:4-5 ~ bas expanded the

quote found 1n Mark which stops at Isaiah 40:3.

Conzelmann offers an

interpretation. of Luke's use of prophecy when he says,
Scripture points to Christ, the dawn of salvation.
This is made clear right at the beginning. In 111,
4 ff. Luke alters and expands the quotation 1n Mark

15~ . , P• lO0.

16Ib1d. p. 23, n. l. For the non-eschatological content of
1
ri"'l r ¥ ~ /~ s ro Conzelmann appeals to Im.dolt Bultmann, Theology ot

the New Testament, translated from the German by Kendrick Grabel
(New York: Charles ~cr1bner 1s Sons, 1951), I, 87.

,,

l, 2 t • • •. • The completion ot the quotation beyond
wbat Mark gives introduces a universal note (c:. Iuke
11, 30 t •, and especially Acts xv111, 28). 'Jhere 1 3
a correspoDdence between the beginnina and the end ot
the whole work., Scripture providing the the:z.e.. The
Eschaton and the Judt911ent., however.,
not seem to cane
within range ot Scriptural prophecy. ,-,

12

What Conzelmann is saying is that since prophecy is applied to John
in Luke 3 :4-6 and John belonas to the period ot Israel, prophecy

cannot reach into the Kingdom of' Goel.
later quotation.

This point becomes clear 1n a

According to Conzelmann, Old Testament prophecy is

limited;
it reaches as far as the coming of the Spirit (Luke
xxiv, 49) am the dawn of the Escbato:i (Acts 11, l.6
tt. ) , but not as far as the lCjn~ ot Goel. Only
Jesus I prophecy touches on this.
·
John does not preach the Kingdan of God and Luke 1.6:l.6 shows why, says
Conzelmann.

John ca:n know nothing about the Kingdom because the

Kingd.om constitutes "the new element 1n the present epoch of salvation. 1119
John is still part of the old epoch.
Luke 3:10-14 contains John's exhortations to the people.
passage is peculiar to hike.

!Ibis

Conzelmann regards this passage as an

insertion by I.uke to transpose ·t he escbatological call to repentance
into "timeless ethical exhortation. 1120

l7Ibid
_ . , ..P•

l.61.

18~. •

19~.
20 I1:>1d., p. 102.
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He goes on to say,
But the threat of judgment is now independent of the

time when the Judgme~t will take place, of whether
it is near or- far. John does not declare tha.t Judgme t
is near, but that the Messiah i& near, whose period 1:
still separated from the Parousia by an indeterminate
length of time, or rather, by a lenath of tiu-.e determined
by God and know o~ by Him and by the Son. The f'act
that. John proclaims the Messiah therefore
does
.
. not , as
Luke sees it, mean that he proclaims that the End is
near.21
Conzf'lmann therefore states tha.t John baa no symbolic significance
as the

II

In

arche

of the Gospel.

.

•

Only~ content of his preaching and

ministry are significant because they prepare men for the preaching
of Jesus.

..

22

Luke relates the reactions ot· the people to John's preaching
in

3:15-17. Conzelmann

by' Luke.

regards verse

15 as an editorial. comment

Conzelmann notes that th~. term used for "peopl.e,.

alternates with

f'1~0s,

and

t.9vos

in Lucan usage.

23

11
-,.

added

,

J. os,

Conzelmann

_s uggests that Luke 3:21 is a parallel to 3:15, for in Luke 3:21 it is

.

said that "all the people" were baptized.

24

Comparing the usage of

~7(-'.'/7""- T~V ~,c~V in 3:21 with Luke 7:29-30, Conzelmann concludes,
"'
~"
The phrase 71,JS
oC O?(
I\PS
sometimes means all those
present·. The story of John the Baptist is an exception.
According to Luke 1 s account "all the people" were baptized,
but the leaders remained a ~ . This is assumed in Luke

23

2l.Ibid••

22....
-ibid., P• 1021 n. l.

-

Ibid., p. 164, n. l.

24Ib1d., p. 21.

't

'·
i
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· vii, 29 t. In this way Luke creates two groups in
his description ot redemptive history. The leaders
place themselves outside the saving events that is
outside ot "Israel. 1125
'
'
What Conzelmann wants to show is that

"all," which

usually has an

eschatological connotation in Mark, has been "historicized" by Luke. 26
Conzelmann places a great deal. ot weight on the omission by Luke
~

✓

ot 07'(, w ~o"tl in Luke 3:15. He interprets this omission to mean
that "John is great, but not in the Kinadom ot God~ 1127 He later adds,
"John is not the precursor, tor there is no such thing,. but he is the

28

last ot the prophets."

The preaching

ot repentance is John's real.

task, and it is this preaching that persists on into the new epoch~29
Conz~lmann :finds signiticBZlCe in two other references in chapter
3.

Be considers 3:19-20, the reference to John's imprisonment, as the

dividing between the epochs ot salvation. Thia incident divi.des _the
section concerning John trcm the story ot Jesus tbat is about to
begin. 30 Luke 3:21-22 tollovs John I s imprisonment vith an account ot
Jesus• baptism.

Concerning Jesus' baptism Conzelmann says,

According to 111, 21. t. Jesus is baptized as one ot
the people, like evel"Y'ODe else. Luke excludes arq

2 5Ib1d., p.

164, n. 1.

26Ibid., pp. 20-21., n. 5.
"allII iii'Mark l: 5•

.

-

27Ib1d., p. 24.
28n,1d., P• 25.

'

.

-

29Ibid., p. 23.
30rb1d., P• 21.

Compare the eschatological tone of
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suggestion that John plays an ·i mportant part in the
incident. Thia is ,in keeping ~th his whole conception of the s1sn1ticance of John.3l
Thus John is not part of the nev epoch according to Conzelmann.
Conzelmann's ~ s i s of Luke 3:31-22 indicates that he believes
that Luke l)l.a¥s dow. the escbatological significance of John at ever.,
point.

.According to Conzelmann, John assumes a well-defined position

within Luke's presentation of Heilsgesch1chte. Numerous scholar& have
shown that both the context and content of Luke 3:l-22 suggest other
lines of interpretation than those Conzelmann follows.
Fl.ender has. shown that the early chapters_of Luke's Gospel. contain
an "overriding parallelism" between the ol.d and the nev world, between

heavency- and earth]¥ events .32 Chapter 3 of Luke sets forth this
'

parallel between John and Jesus. :Both "preach" (3:18; 4:1.8), but Jesus
is the Son of God (3:22) on whom the Spirit of the Lord rests (4:18) •
.According to Luke 7:33 and follO'Wing John is rejected just as Jesus is.
By contrast, John as the forenmner is nothing (3:1.6) cmpared to the

One he precedes.

Be is a Greater_ One in the old world, but 1n the

Kingdom of God the least is greater than he (7:28; 16:16). 33 In a later

chapter Fl.ender draws the conclusions from his previous statement. Be
points out that Luke 3:1, which Conzelmann gcknowledges as Luke's device

-

31Ibid. •

32Helmut Flender, lieil und Geschichte in der Theol ie des Lukes
in Beitri~e zur evangelischen Theolo ie, edited by E. Wolf' l
Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 19 5, XLI, 2 •

,

33Ibtd. 1 pp. 25-26.

chen:

for elating Jesus' own
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appearance 34- is not direc+1...
,
--J

beginning ot Jesus' minist17.

35

•

... d

connec ~

Vith the

It' Luke Vi.shed to establish a clear

distinction chronologically between John and Jesuz, he could not

present the beginning ot both their ministries at the some t1me.36
It the synchronism 1n Luke 3:l applies to both John mid Jesus, then
they share the same time ref'erence. :r, Fl.ender points out tho.t this

chronological ditf'1culty resolves 1tsel.f' it John and Jesus are distinguished frail each other qualitative& rather than chronologic~. 38
In this VB¥ both John and Jesus can work aide 'b1 aide, but they have

dif'f'erent missions.

39

Fl.ender can theref'ore suggest,

Flir Lk. dagegen 1st der Tlluter der Beprlsentant der
alten Zeit und stebt ausserhalb des eschatologischen
.Heilsgeschehens. Da aber tilr ihn diese alte Zeit
bis 1n die Gegenwart hinein -dhrt, iiberachneiden sich
al.te und neiie Zeit 1n der Gegenwart als qualitative
Gegensitze. ~
Luke 3:1 and 3:23 separate the ap~re ot old and new, but 1n the figure

.

.

of John the Baptist the eschatological Christ event finds its historical

~ refers to Hans Conzelmann, "Jesus Christus," Die Religion
in Geschichte und Ge~enwort, dritte A~e, edited by Kurt Galling
(Tiibingen: J. c. B. Mohr
Siebe~, 1959), m, col. 624.

2nu1

35nender, p. 111.

.

-

36Ibid.

37Ibid., p. lll, n. 157. The Ge:nnan reads, ''wenn der Synchronismua
auch au1""clie 11Jesusze1t" bezogen 1st, dann sind Johannes und Jesus ala
gleichzeitig zu denken. 1•1

-

38n,1d., P• lll.
\'

.

-

40:n,id., p. lll, n. 159.
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continuity- with Israel and the Church. 41
Luke 3:2 s~s that "the Word of God come to John, the son

ot

Zechariah., 1n the· Wilderness." John 1B described in terms that suggest

an Old Testament ~Phet _(Jeremiah 1:1; Hosea 1:1).42 Against the background of the first century-, John's prophetic status is important.
Scobie says.,
Prophecy- was dead; its rebirth would be a sign ot the
new age. It is quite wrong therefore to speak ot
someone claiming to be "merely- a prophet" in contrast
to someone claiming to be "a Messianic figure." Anyone vho cle.imed to be !. prophet was automatically
claiming to be !!!!_ prophet. Anyone claiming to be a
prophet was claiming to be a Messianic figure, not 1n
the sense that he was the Messiah himself, but in tbe
sense that ~ vas preparing f'or the ushering 1n ot
the new age. 3

In Luke 3:2 Jesus• appeanmce is as closely connected With John's as
it ~s 11;1 the prologue.44
Conzelmann ccnsistently- emphasizes that John is not the forerunner.
~
.....
The fact that Luke follows Mark and Matthew in substituting ~1l'Tt>1J for

Tov~ov at Luke 3:4 suggests that the Messiah is meant by .c~ To-0

• 45

4J.Ibid • ., P• 112.

-

42.Alfred Plummer, A Critical and E>..--egetical Commentary on the
Gos'Oel According to st. Luke in The Intem:!.tional Critical Canmentary
(Nev York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1925)., P• 85.

43charles H. H. Scobie, John the Ba-atist (P'.ailadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1964),· p. l23.
~ r l Heinrich Rengstort, Dss Eva."l.~elium nach Lukas 1n Das Neue
Testament D.-~tsch (G8tt1ngen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1962), III, 55.

45PJ.ummer, p. 87. In the Beneclictus,11C.Jrov.:>me~n• Jesus. Luke
·has alreacJ¥ established the interpretation ot .c.11ro11 as Jesus in the
prologue.

8o
In this way John 1s ma.de the forerunner ot Jesua. verse 6 seems con-

clusive, however.

~ expression "the sal.vaticm ot God" is "for Luke

apparently equivalent to the l/,essiah, or the Messiah mid his kingdom."46

In the Song ot Symeon "thy salvation" is Jesus (Luke. ~:30). Jesus is
both a light for revealing to the Gentiles and the glory ot Israel.
(Luke 2:32).

Luke 2:30 al.so refers to Isaiah

40:5. Salvation is

cl.osel,y connected With "the personal. presence ot the fl..essiah" 1n Luke·

1:69, 7l and TI. 47 Acts 28:28 al.ludes to Isaieh 40:5 when the Gospel
bas reached Rome.

All nations have seen the sal.vation of Goel.

conz~Jmenn believes that the baptism of John

lacks an escbatological

dimension 1n Luke 3:3. 'l'he coi:itext seems to suagest anoth~r interpret_a t1on, however-.

Immediatel,y after the reference to John• a preaching and

baptizing Isaiah

40: 3-5 1s quoted. John• s baptism prepares the

way- f'or

God's Messiah (Luke 3:6)_. Scobie links John~s baptism with his message

when he says,
To this demand tor repentance, John added the further
demand that the repentance of man end the forgiveness
of God b.e symbolized by the rite of baptism. As "-e
have al.ready suggested, John vould not think of forgiveness being conferred at. the moment of baptism, but at
the judgment itself. This veey close connection between
John• s preaching and his baptism is witnessed to by the
rather curious phrase used by Marlt and, Luke--John
appenred "proclaimina a baptism in token ot repentance
f'or the toraiveness ot ains. 11 The baptism could not be
understood, and had no si~1f1cance a-pa.rt from the
preaching of the message. 40

46A. a. c. Leaney,. A Commentary on the Gos"Cel According to St. Lu.'te
(London: Adam & Charles mack, 1958). p. 106.

47Ibid.

-

48Scobie pp. ll2•ll3. The emphasis is mine•
I
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The fCM:t that John is to prepare the way (Luke 3:4) suggests that
his preaching and his baptism. serve as the preparation of a nev
people tar God.

49

The unworthy' are made worthy- according to God, s

standards (Luke l:46-55; 2;34-35). 50

:rn the liSht ot Luke 3:6, John's

preaching (Luke 3:18) 1s also a JllCsqe of sal.va.tion.51
Conzelmann regards Luke 3:10-.14 as ''timeless ethical exhortation"
which replaces the eschatological call to repentance.

Bengstort mq be

right when he connects John's ethical teaching Vi.th the similar staten:ent

about Zechariah and Elizabeth in Luke 1:6. 52 Since Elijah ws expected

to restore the purity ot teaching in Israel and to decide religious
questions, there mq be an echo ot that expectatim in verses 10 to 14.
If verses 10 to 14 do contain an echo of Elijah• a expected :ranction,

Luke's am:l.ssicn of Mark 1:6 might reflect a pattern 111m1Jar to that in
chapter l.

John l)&rfom& the functions o~ Elijah but is not equated

with him.
:»

Conzelmann regards Luke's emission

,

ot o11t'."" p.ov

as further evidence that John is not the precursor.

1n Luke 3:16

Acts 13:25, part;

of Paul's sermon at P1s1d1an Antioch, preserves the expression of John

p. £ -r,

Sp.~ .· Grundmann thinks that Luke dropped the phrase to ottset

49Rengstort, P•

56.

-

SOibid. •

5lnender pp. 26-27, n. 69. Fl.ender notes that Luke 16:16 indicates that Jo~• s message is sun,assed ~ the preaching of the Kingdom,
however. Compare the use of £'1).c.vreil,oe,.J,e( 1n LUAte l:19 in an

eschatological context.

52Rengstort, p. ;6.
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tbe messianic expectations or

the Baptist circles. 53 It is difficult

to see how John is not reao.rded as the forerunner.

His description or

the coming one disagrees With Jesus I View ot himself (Luke 4:18-21).
I

•

John a question to Jesus in Luke 7:19 reflects his puzzJ.en-.ezrt With
Jesus, but his question is meaningless if' he is not the f'orenmner.

ConzAJmann considers the acco:unt of John's imprisonment the key
to chapter 3. Fl.ender• a arguments showing the parallelism bev,1een John
and Jesus in Lµke

3 seriously weaken

Conze.lmann•s interpretation.

A

more probable interpretation is that Jolm res•bles Elijah 1n his
upbraiding of the king and queen (1 K:l.ngs 21.:17-24). 54 Caird suagesta

that the positioning of Luke 3:19-20 may simply be Luke's way of
rounding out one account before going on to another. 55

Con~ mann eeea

Luke's omission ot • specif'ic reference to John at Jesus• baptism as
further proof of John's insigniticence. Justin's Dialogue with Trypho
8:4 shows that one of the functions of' El.1,lah was to find and anoint

the, Messiah.

It is possible that Luke ~ts John's name in Luke 3~21.

to avoid John's identification 'With Elijah.

53wa1.ter Grundmann, Das Evangelium nach Lukas, in Theologischer
Hand.'comrnentar zum Neuen Testament (Berlin: Evangelische V~rlagsanstalt,

n.d.) 1 III, 105.
5li-orunc1rnann, p. 106. See also Rengstort, P• 58.
55George B. Cai.rd, The Gospel of st. Luke, in The Pelican Gos-pel
Commentaries, edited by D. E. lfineham (Bal.timore: Penguin Books, 196~),

p. 75.
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Jesus and the Spirit (Luke 4:J.8-21 )
ConzP-J mann believes that tbere is a decisi-ve shift in LuT.e, 8
Heilsgeschichte 1n these verses, notably in verse 21.

Focusing his

attention on the word "tocla¥" in verse 21, Conzelmann con BS¥ that

''Luke sees salvo.tion has come about in history, as a period ot time
which • • • is now over and finished. n56 The

,??,µ£ pov

sayizlg

of Luke 4:21 designates Jesus as the center ~f the stoiy of saJ.vation.57
Conzelmaml can theref'ore &11¥,

Compared with Mo.rk l, 15 there is a srdi"t of' emphasis
in Luke. The declaration of the coming of the Kir.gdcm,
that it is near, is omitte~, and thus the connection
between the nearness of' the Kingdom and repentance is
severed.· • • • What is nev 1n Jesus• teeching, compared w1th John• s, is not the message that the Kingdom
is near, but the message of the Kingdom itself. It is
true that his preaching presupposes the call. to repentance, but in the sense that it is Good Keva it does
not point prima.ri~ to the caning but to t~giature of
the Kingdom., which is set out in iv, 18-21..
.
Conzelmann refers to Luke 4:18-21. no less than twenty-one times through-

out his book. From his statements one senses that Conzelmann recognizes
Luke 4:18-21 as a pivotal point in Luke's Gospel.

,

·P aul. Minear shows that Conzelmaml s understanding of ~ "lµ E po"·
I

as· emphasizing punctiliar, linear., chronological time is difficult to
establish on the basis ot Luke'·s use of the word elsewhere in his Goape1.59

56conzeJ~ann, The Theology
57.
.
Ibid., P• 170.

- ·

58n,1d., P• l.JJI..
5~ear, P• 123•.

of st. Luke, P•

36.

~

Luke uses ,'i1P £ pov as often 1n Luke--Acts as the rest ot the Nev
Testament canbined. In the other passages where the word "tod•" .
occurs, the context suggests that the eschatoloaical age is -meant
(2:11; 3:22; 19:9; 23:43). 6o Minear turthe~ points out that the 'birth
narratives "carry the beginning ot the messaae ot salvation back to a
period before tbe sermon ot· Jesus ot Nazareth • • • • ..6J. ·

Fl.ender sees ~ definite connection between Luke 1:35 and Jesus•
reception of the Spirit in Luke 3:21-22. The presence ot salvation
1D Luke• a writings 1s tvof'old.

Salvation is present through the presence

of Christ and through the gift of the Spirit. 62 Jesus• earthly lite 1•

the creation of God (Luke 1:35). Jesus' "adoption" as God's Son
through the Spirit 1s the historical actualization of' what Jesus already'

ia from birth (Luke 3:21-22).63 In Luke 4:1 Jesus retuma tram the
Jordan "filled vith the

~

Spirit." ~nder points out that other

pious people are described 1n the same wrq such as John (1:15), Elizabeth

(1:41), Zacbario.h (1:67), Symeon (2:35), Peter (Acta 4:8), Stephen
64
(.Acta 7:55), and others.
Jesus is one who is close to God 1D en

.

.

incomparable VB¥ and yet who receives the gift of' the Spirit as other
men do. 65

If' Morgenthaler 1a correct, Luke l:5-4:30 serves as the

6J.Ibid.; P• 125.
62nender, p. 122.

6

P•
64n1a.,
~id.,

~

123.

p. 124.

65Ibid.

-

prologue for Luke-Acts. 66

His observation does not contradict the

programmatic signiticrmce
of Luke 4•18-21
'-··:t it does suegeat a
·
•
, .,w.
broader context ot interpretation for the passage.
Minear, Fl.ender, and Moraenthal.er &U find a continuity between
the birth narratives ancl chapter 4 ot Luke. Their :findings do not
support a strictly chronological. interpretation ot

,,f_p.epov

in

Luke 4:21.
John and Jesus (Luke 1:18-30)

This section ot Luke's Gospel contains several ke;y references
to the re1at·1 onship between Jobn and Jesus. Luke 7:27 1s the onq
passage where Jesus -mentions John 1n connection with the prophec;y ot
Mal.a.chi

3:1. It is surprising, therefore, that COD?-elr-ann alludes to

this verse only twice.

In a discussion of' the typological use ot

Moses and Elijah 1n Luke's Gospel Conze) rnann says,

In the case ot Elijah we can go so tar as to note the
del.iberate eJirnina"tion ot any significance attaching to
the figure as such. Moses and Elijah are treated by
Luke 1n the same way as John the Baptist, whose message
remains valid but who, as a person, bg,ongs entirely to
the past epoch ot redemptiw history.
In a f'ootn.o te to this quote ConzeJJwm points to the "traditional motifs" .
regarding Moses and Elijah in Luke's Gospel--Luke

9:7-9

and Luke

7:27.

Conzf!Jmann notes that the altermiticn of "my" and "tey" 1n the quotation

~bert Morg~thaler, Die lu.~anische C-eschichtss~~reibmlg ala

Zeuqnis (Z'ilrichs ZwilJgli-Verlag, 1§49), I, 155.

67conzAJmamt ~e Theology- ot st. Luke, P• 167.
1

,
86
ot Msl.D.chi 3:1 gives rise to some sort ot 1dent11'1ca.t1on. '.!?hen he SrJ¥a,
Luke's aim, however, does not le&d him to accem: the
trad;tion, but to reject it. There is no "f'o~runner"
1n tne special sense either before the COilling of Jesus
or before the Mure Parousia. The ParOU3ia comes
"sudde~ •" Al~hou~h John annou.."lces the CO!llin,s of Jesus
he has no essen~ially hi~hcr st~tus t~e.n tha other
'
'Droohets. This also affects the conception ot Eli.1ah.
Ct• 1n particular the exclusion i'r0C1 l•la.rk ix, ll f.,
ot the idea that Elijah muat come first. Bis eschatologicel. function, th~ of ~1101CflT~STc,C(,(S , is
also excluded by Luke.
It is difficult to· see how Conzelmann reached hia co:iclusions
about this passage.

Luke 7:26 contains Jesus• statement that John is

more than a prophet, a tact which Conzelmrm directly contradicts. The
fact that Luke omits Mark 9:ll and the reference to Elijah coming first

certai~ does not suagest Conzel.mmm1 s interpretation of Luke

7:27.

His interpretation of Luke 7:28-30 shows that Conzelmaml takes the
reaction of the people to John's baptism as the_point of the passage.
He sqs,

Verses 28-30 presumably contain the author's interpretation, although perhaps 1ntl.uenced by' the source. In tae
tradition John was more then a prophet; now be becomes
the greatest prophet. This astreas with ~"Vi 7 16. He is
included within the saving events, tor it is God's will
that men should be baptized, but not ths.t o:ie should thin."t
of John in en eschatolop,ical sense. The people tultill.
God's will, whilst the leaders keep themselves apart; in
this W¥ John gives ~port to the claim made by Christians
that they are Israel.
One further reference to Luke 1:·2a is instructive.

In a passing

reference, Conz~lmann says, ''Luke vii, 28 can be taken without alteration

-

68:n,1d. , The emphasis is mine.

69Ibid., pp. 25-26~ The emphases are mine.

87
from Q, as ·it contains no refe~nce to tiir.e. n70 It is clear that
Conzelmann's inter~ation retlecto his conception of time and ot
redemptive history. As a result, he m:l.m:lllizes John's eschatologiclll.
significance in Luke 7:27-30. Taking the statement on page 167 together
With the one on pag~s 25-26, Conzel.mann comes close to · contradicting
himself•

Essentiall1' Jolm baa no higher status than the other p...-ophets,

but now he becomes the greatest ot prophets.
. The cont.ext of Luke 7 prov.I.des maey hel.pf'ul. clues to an interpre-

tation of Jesus I statement about John 1n Luke 7:21. Luke 7:ll-17 1a an
account ot Jesus' raising ot the viclcnr' s son at 5a1n. The account

parallels Elijah's raising of the w14cnr's son in l Kings 17:17-24.

Luke 7:15 rep~es
~
' :, .....
T1J .J,L'f/TP' «11ro11

.

the phrase 1n

;ri

l

Kings

17:23,

' :,✓1"
•
:\.
l(fl.( £ow K£tl oC'IJToV

Jesus' miracle is strongly suggestive ot Elijah.

Luke 7:18 relates that John's disciples told him "about all these tbings. 11
Luke 7:19-23 ccm.tains John's questioning ot Jesus through two ot his diacipl.es

and Jesus•

response. Jesus' description ot his ministry is

reninscent of the messianic program ot Isaiah 61:1. One .can well \D'lder-

stand John's puzzlement about Jesus in the light of John's description
of the 11cam1:ag one" 1n Luke 3:15-17. John associates Jesus' message
'With his own. 72 Jesus, however, does not fit the description of John.
~he emphatic form of his question underscores the earnestness of his
question. 73 •

70n,1a., p. 115. The emphasis is mine.
'T-lG:nmdrnann, p. 159.

!

72.rohn Martin Creed, ~e Gos-oel .&.ccording to St 1 Lu!te (London:
Macmillan & Co., Ltd., 1965), p. 105.
~
''$'~:I,,
7"".t'J.ummer,
p. 201. The Greek reads, "I'11 £L O ~p-X.0.J,Lt'IOS • 11

88
Luke 7:24-28 is Jesus• statement about John.

John came precch1.ng
in the wilderness and the people flocked to hear him (Luke 7:24). T"n.cyf'ound a prophet like the prophets of old (Luke 7:25-26).

In Jesus,

words, however., John is more than a prophet (Luke 7:26). John is a
figure vho shares the task of lf..osea and Elijah. 74 Two :a:.esa1an1c trad1-

t1cms are :f'used in Jolm, "one which said the.t Elijah would appear as
heral.d of the clay- of' the Lord, and one which said that God would raise

up in Israe1 a prophet, a second Moses (Deut. 18:15-19) • • • • n75 Yet
he vho is 1east in the X:l.ngdam is greater than John (Luke 7:28).

Luke 7:24-28 forms a close parallel with Matthew ll:7-15 with two
notable &l.terations. Luke omits Matthew's 1dent11'1cation ot John with
Elijah and transposes Matthew 13:13 to 16:16 1n his own Gospel. Thus
John is apparent]¥ not to be identified Yith Elijah. - nJohn is more
than a prophet because he is the messenger wbo 1s

of the Messiah. 1176 John had prepared the

V&y'

to heral.4 the arrival.

by his preaching of

baptism tor forgiveness of sins (Luke 3:3, Luke 7:29-30). Yet John remains outside the new order (Luke 7:28). Be has tultllled his mission ·
of preparing the

Wtq"

tor the bringer of' salvation (Luke 1:17).77 nJ~hn•s

Messianic ideal is rejected; instead of the ruler and judge of his

expectation there comes one who is first .and foremost God's servant among

74caird .p. 112. !!!he quote in Luke 7:27 is a colle.tion ot Exodus
23:20 (Mosesi and_ Mal.achi 3:1:(1ater interpreted as Elijah).

75Ibid., p. ll3,.

.. .

76Creed, p.

107. See also Rengstort, P• 100•

77arundmann, pp. J.65-166.

89
men.

1178

John entertains the Possibility that Jesua is the Coming One

of popular expectation, that is, El.1j2h. Jesus "invites John to go
further and accept him as the :v~ssia.'i • • • • n79
The most likely interpretation ot Luke 7:18-30, then, is that

John is the forerunner ot the :Messiah Jesus.

Be ia not Elijah, ho-.rewr.

John stands on the threshold ot God's year of salvation (Luke 4:18-21.). 80
Jesus treats him as a colleague 1n God's serv1ce81 (Luke 7:31-35).

In

the light of the prologue and the high pra.isl! of Jobn 1n Luke 7:26-28

Luke does not seem to be "rejecting" the tradition. John ia a forerunner of Jesus in a very special sense. As Barrett has observed,

"The motives vbich introduced the Spirit into the infazJcJ narratives
'
82

were rather Messianic and eacbatological. n

In vi.ev of the prologue

and Luke 7:21' it is difficult to see haw John is ·n ot to be thought ot

1n an eachatological sense.
John and the Kingdom (Luke l.6:16-l.8)

ConzPJDJMD regards Luke 16:16 as one .o f the significant turniDg
points 1n the history of salvation 1n Luke's Gospei.83 For Conzel.maDD,

7~. w. Manson, The Sepngs of Jesus (London: SCM Press, Ltd.,
1954), p. 71.
·
'
7q_·
'Leeney, P• 144.
80Gl"UJ'\d~onn, P• 165.
Bl.Cai.rd, p. lll..

82C. K. Barrei.-t, The Hol.v Snirit and the Gosnel Tro.dition (Londm:
• S. P. C. K., 1954), P• 23.

B3Conzel.mann, fhe Theolozy of st. Luka, P• 16.

. 90
Luke 16:16 shows, as a Point ot pr:l.ncipl.e, that John does not procla:1m
the Kingdom ot God.

84

Luke 16:16 o~n tlmt John is not to be regarded

as an authentic eschatol03ical f'iaUre. 85 John's arrival does not mean

that "the

Kingdom i ·s near, but tho.~ the time f'or the p.reaching of

tne

Kingdom has come. nS6 Luke 16:l.6 sha'n why John docs not proclaim the
IC1.ngdom; it is not yet possible for him to know anything about the
Kingdom.

87

Since John appears only 1n the roJ.e of' a prophet, Luke 16:16

is a direct encounter between Jesus and Israel. 88
One can see how much weight Ccmzelmmm places on this passage.

Minear points out that Conzel.mmm does not relate Luke 16:l.6 to its
context, ro.ise the question ot its source, or consider the many syntactical
probl.ems involved.

89 He concludes,

It must be said that rarely hc.s a scholar pleced so
much weight on so dubious an interpreta.tion of' so
difficult. a logion. For him this logion de-telmines
the lines of' exegesis and, in tact, the whole
schematization of' Luke's view ot redemptiva history. 90
Minear f'urther points out that Conzellcanu' s exegesis of' Luke 16:16 contradicts the prologue at many points.

"In the prologue Luke perceives
·•

the decisive sh1:f't 1n God's decision to tulfill his promise and to satisfy

S4Ibid.,

P• 20.

85ro1a.,

P• 25. See also p. 101.

86

.

STibid.,

P• 161.

88n,1d.,

P• 185.

-

Ibid.,• p. ll2.

"- .

~near, p. 122.

-

9()Ibid.
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the prayers of the patient. 1191 T h e ~ ot the p r o ~ sllUka
of both John and Jesus in eschatologicol. tema. Minear SUl:imar1.zcs
by sqing that
the Jr.ood, resonance, and thrust ot the birth narra.tiws
are such as to diecoura«e the neo.t a.saii;nmant of John
and Jesus to separate epochs. The prologue 'l1Z:!/ preserve
symbolic geogre.!)hical distinctions betlreen Judea
(Zechariah and Elizabeth) and Galilee (Joueph a."ld Mar-J)
and again 1n the p:-esentation scene, where Simaon mBiY
represent the south and Anna the north (the territol"Y'
ot Asher), but the point ot the distinction io surely
not to -separate the old aean trcm the new • •• ••92
Under]¥,l.ng Conzelmann's interpretation ot Luke 16:l.6 is the
assumption that Luke intended the passage to be taken in a ch.""Onol031cal
sense.

Frederick W. Danker has shown that the can.text, grami:m-, style,

and source of Luke 16:16 point 1n quite a clitterent direction.93

Danker believes that
the saying in Luke 16:16 is best understood as emanating
from Jesus• and the early chu..---ch's critics, who take a
dim view of' the !)Opu]J:Lrize.ticn o the kingdm and its

alleged antinomian universaliBlil.

94

Danker shows that the verb p1.~;ETJ.< in verse 16 is to be taken 1n a
negative sense and f'orms the key- to the interpretation of' the verse.
The context of' Luke

15

and

16 suggests a rimn1ng conf'lict with the

-

92Ib1d., p. 123.
·

93i1rea.e~ck tf. Danker, "Luke 16:16--An Opposition Logion, n

Jo~-nal of '.Biblical Literature, LD.'VII

-

94Ibid., P• 232.
, .

95Ibid., pp. 233-236.

(1958), 231-243.

95

-~

Pharisees.

96

92
Dunker summari

zes
immediate context as follows:

the

meaning ot the passage in its

"As f'ar as the Pharisees are concerned the reign ot
law and order has come to an end. This bas been
going on ever since John came. The Kin@io.'n ot God·
bas been publicly proclaimed and popularized with
the result tbat not only the riuhteous, but ~veryone,
inc;uding the publicans and sinners, forces his vay
in,
T'JJ.is is the Pharisees• basic objection. Jesus
picks it up. They--the Pharisees--are the ones who
justify themselves. They are the ones who complain
that the standards ot the kingdom have been hopelessly
lowered. But, says, Jesus, that 1s not at all the
case. Though the universalizing ot the kin@S.an message
seems to prejudice legal interests, every precept ot
the law is sa:teguarded.97
Danker 1 s exegesis of' Luke 1.6:l.6-l.8 solves many long-standing
problems in the interpretation ot the passage.

It his f'1cdings are

correct, the contrast in Luke 1.6:J.6 i:s not between Jesus and John at
all.

On the contrary,. Jesus and John are to some extent associated

over against the Pharisees.

Danker• s findings render ~elmaml •s

interpretation of Luke 1.6:1.6 highly suspect on contextual, grammatical,
and theological grounds.

Rengsto~ arrives at a very similar conclusion

to Danker 1 s.98 There is a vast literature available on the interpretation of' Luke 16:16-l.8.

The interpretations are many and varied.

ker's article does not illdicate the point to be made, however.

Dan""!

Conzelmann

lays great stress on Luke 1.6:J.6 without establishing his inte:-pretation,
There is at least one clear passage in Iuke 1 s Gospel which ment_ions the

96Ibid, 1 P• 238,
97roid, pp. 236-237.

'

1

.

98Rengstorf,

p.

192.

93
nearness of the KingciQlll vitbout

A'l'lv ":ualit:i.c .....
--., ,
~~1ons at all.--Lu!te lO:U.
To this passeae Conzelmann devotes four lines. Ha s~s.,

Here we meet something which is rare 1n Luke an
assertion of the nearness of the Kin&dom. .Ths saying
mentions the signs of its nearness. It should also
be noted, that Luke emphasizes the tact ot '1'1.ldament.99
Luke lO:ll provides a wholesome caution and a balance.

rus is a passage

that is clearly eschatological.
Conzelmann on Luke--An Evaluation
In his doctoral dissertation published in 1965 Helmut Fl.ender

addresses himself to the problem of se.l.vatiQD histor,y 1n the Gospel of
Fl.ender demonstrates that Luke is c01DCemed With the simul.taneous
. 100
existence ot histor,y and eschatology.
Fl.ender sqs ot Luke's

Luke.

HeilGgeschichte:
Aber auch eine positive WurdiE.'Ullg der "He11sgeschichte 11
kann dem Entwurt Lukas nicht gerecht werden. Dann mit
der Verwendung cli.eses Bsgri:f'tes 1st tlir den heutigen
11...enschen unweigerlich die Vorstellung einer menschlich
( in Parallele zu sonstiger Geschichtserkenntnis) i!berschaubaren Otf'enbarungsgeschichte verbunden. Der
Unterschied ZWischen Aussagen des Glaubens und der
Ref'lexion vi.rd vennscht. Sieber belcennt sich der
Glaube dD.zu, dass Gottes Heil 1n die Geschicbte eingeht.
Hier liegt cias Recht, von einer Heilsgeschichte zu
sprechen. Aber der retlektierend~ Rilckblick in die
Vergangenheit dart darum nicht de.s g8ttliche Beil und
die menschliche Geschichte auf eine Dankebene rlickcn.
Hier muss der qualitative Unterschied zwischen g&ttlichem und menschlichem Bandeln bewailrt bleibeni un
nicht eiriem Geschichtspantheismus zu vertallen. Ol.

99conzelmann, ~e Theology of' St. Luke, P• 107.

..

.

1 00nenc1er, p.

146•

l ~ ~ . , p. 12.

Fl.ender's observations express a care.,..,,, .. "'-,-- d ·-"'
• .,,..,,,_,, --.u.wce -erstonding
of the caution which must accompany tho use ot the term ".ce:Usgeschichte •

11

Fl.ender ·admits his indebtedness to Conzelmann tor

Jl!any'

insights into Luke• s theology. Then he ~ ,
..Aber Conzelmanns l3esamtverstilndn1s der lukanischen

Theologie schei:c.t tms verzeichnet zu sein. Er ertasst
nicht scharf genug die eigentiJml.ichen begrifflicben
Voraussetzungen des Lukas und zwllngi. ihn dedurch in
das Ge:rllge moderner Denkkategorien.102
ConzelID8DD simply fails to ditterentiate between the thouaht categories

of the first century and the present day'.
Others who agree with Conzelmann's basic presuppositions about
Heilsc;eschichte are much more cautious in expressing their conclusions.

Ktimmel says,
It is • • • hardly correct to sey- that for Luka the
ir.minent expectation is completely g i ~ up, but it
has lost its urgent character, and tbe present is
emphasized Ji10re st·rongl..y as the time of salvation.

It, therefore, it does not prove correct that Luke
re"Pl.s.ces the imminent expectation 1ii"ith his .conception
of salvation history • • • tr.ere can be no doubt
that he depicts the history of Jesus as the decisive
period in the course of salvation history and not
~s ~ escba.tologic,;u event,.l03
IC'llmmel criticizes Conzelrnenn for describillg Luke's concep·i:iions with

too much certo.inty-.1 o4 One of ConzeJmpnn•a major contentions is that

-

l02Ibid •., p. 13.

l03pa,ui Feine and Johannes Behm, Introductio."l to the Nev Testm:ent,
complete:J.¥ reedited by Werner Georg K&lmel and t~"Msle.ted trcm the
German by- A. J .• Mattill, Jr. (14th revised edition; Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1966), P• 101.

'

104rb1d., P• 99.

-
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John is not the f'orerunner.

Oliver, vilo accepts Conzclmann'a baaic

a.nalysis of' redemptive history- 1n Luke , still ---ds
it necessary to
.i..a.u
ask:

"Is it not PoSsible tor John to belOl'lg to the Period ot Israel

and still ~e the f'orerunner'l 11105 It is Oliver who shows that the birth
~ t ives are not irrelevant to Luke• a theological purpose as

Conzelmonn supposes. Later in his article Oliver s~s,
While agreeing Vith Conzel monn th2.t there is a
conscious suppression of the nle.tionahip bet."lileen
Jesus and John in the early cla1s ot the ministry-,
we will try to show that this suppression vas =.de
because the rel.a.tionship between the tw men had
already baen ,-,ell estc.'blished in the birth stories.1 06

Minear notes that this statement of Oliver's is tar more damagi.Dg to

Conzelmanu•s theory than even Oliver realizea.1 07 If Oliver's statement is correct-and our research indicates that it is--Luke can
hardly be accused of' a conacious ettort to plJi¥ clown John's escbatological

significance.
Minear calls attention to another problem with Conzelmann'a

approach when he says,
One finds it most difficult to read the 'PI'Ol0$.'lle as
Lulte•i: readers must have ree.d it, and to conclude
th&.t for Luke "the time of salvation • • • is nov

over mid tinished. 111~
Minear goes on to point

out that Conzelmanu'a treatmen~ of' linear time

l05iI. H.•Oliver, "The Lucan Birth Stories and the Purpose of LukeActs/' New Testmrient studies, X (1963--1964), 203.
l~id., p. 217. The emphasis is Oliver's.

.

.

107Minear, P• 123•
l.08:n,1d., P•

125.
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iii exa«gerated and schematize~.~09 latieo.r f'eels that Conzclti:l.-m

has missed the subtle
message opens the way
events which follows~
announcement of God's

sense in which each prophetic
to the whole sequence of'
each message a "Drograma.tic
whole des1gn.llO

Conzelmann' s s-I;udy' is rich in theolcsical learning. 'Ea.ere is
much to be gained f'rom a stud¥ of'· his book.

A tull-scale trea.t:nent

of' the birth narratives would have enriched the book even :ciore.

-

109Ibid.
110:n,id.

CONCWSIONS

Luke's Gospel seems to avoid the 1dent1ticat1on of John the
:Baptist with Elijah. Luke seems to have drawn on a number of EliJah
traditions to describe John's f'uncticm 111 relation to Jesus. It
is probable that Luke avoids a direct identification of John With
Elijah because of the messianic associations attached to the Elijah
:figure.

It is in relation to Jesus that. the picture ot Joan• s person

and mission beccmes clear.

To assign John to one epoch and Jesus to

another as Conzelmann does obscures the person and mission or bath.
~

- arrival

ot both John

and Jesus is hailed 1n pervasively

eschatological language. The early ministries of both men ccntinue
the parallel between John and Jesus al.ready established in the intancynarmtives.

!l'he attempt to define tbe relationship bet,.-een John and

Jesus in chronological terms as Conzelmann does is an oversimplificaticm,.!'.-~~
;/

The entire structure of the earJ.T chapters of Luke points to the con-

temporaneity of' John and Jesus. Luke does not seem to establish the
sharp chronological distincticm between John and Jesus that ConlUtlmann

says he does.
John's m:tssian is to be the forerunner of' the Messiah. Thia
interpretation of Jo~•a role stems frc:m Jesus Himself (Luke 7:27).
Both John' a person and his mission f'ind their tulf'illment and meaning
in relationship to Jesus.

~

emphasize the task of John at the

-

98
expense of bis person as Conzellllann does is t o oib:.cure both hiQ person
and his work.
Luke's Gosp~l maintains a distinction between John and Jesua,
however•

John is not part of the Kingdom ot God.

The distinction

between John ~d Jesus seems to be · qualitative rather than chronological..
Conz"'lv,ann is forced to base bis chronoloaical separation of John and .
Jesus on passages which are co.pa.ble of .other interpretations. John
&.&"ld Jesus carry out their early ministries side by- side. !f"neir respec-

tive missions distinguish them from one another.
Conzel:mmm's definition of Heilsgeschichte rests upon a dubious
chronological. scheme. As a result I redem:gtive history- and eachatology
become mutually exclusive realities. Luke does not see:i to

such

ma.'!(e

a distinction between redemptive history and eschatolo31. Luke l
contains both elements within the. sc:me chronological period. Luke's
conception of redemptive history is closely bound up vi.th eschatological
I

hope in Luke 1.

In addition, Luke l presents a decisive shi:tt in

redemptive history which suggests a new development in God• s plan of
redemptive histor,Y prior to Jesus I baptism. This pbservation renders
Conzelmann I a overly-neat scheme

ot redemptive history suspect.

To

assign John to a specific chronological frame of reference is difficult
and hazardous.

His birth fulfills the hopes of the Old Age, but his

ministry as Jesus I forerunner is describ~d ·i n terms of the Ner.r Ase•
John is a prophet e.s the prophets of old vere, but he is at the same
time more than a ·prophet.

He is tbe messenger who will go before Jesus •

. He spans the gap between Old and New as the "cl.esp· betlreen the

Testaments."
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